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Port of
No Return

Funding
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confirmed

City regulations force some
Westport Villagers to move
BY KELLY HANNON

senior writer
Seven residents of Westport Village, a student apartment complex on Port
Republic Road that opened
in August, were forced to
move out over winter break
due to a violation of a Harrisonburg city zoning order.
The residents' eviction
was the result of a year-long
battle between the property
owners of Westport Village,
husband and wife Tony and
Patty Blasioli, and city officials over the complex's
housing of five people per
apartment unit instead of
the legal limit of four.
Tony and Patty Blasioli
declined to comment.
None of the residents

contacted for this story
would comment, nor would
they release a copy of their
lease.
Stacy Turner, director of
community development for
the city of Harrisonburg,
said the conflict began when
the Blasiolis submitted
building and site plans for
their complex in early 2000.
"Their site plan showed
parking and facilities for 12
four-bedroom units," Turner
said. "But their building plan
showed each unit having
four bedrooms and a study."
Concerned the Blasiolis
might try to lease the units
to five people, Turner said
she wrote a note on the
building plan informing the
see FIFTH, page 7

BY MEGHAN MURPHY

senior writer

MEGHAN MONTGOMERY/seniorphotographer

Seniors Ryan Sully (k), Scott Wilson and Mlkoy Centrone
live In Westport Village, which violated a city zoning order.

JMU is Virginia's most underfunded
state college or university, according to
the General Assembly's Joint Legislative
Subcommittee on Higher Education
Funding Policies, confirming what some
administrators have thought for years.
The subcommittee released its report
Dec. 18, and it proved a central topic of
the JMU Board of Visitors meeting held
Friday afternoon.
"System wide, appropriated funding
(for state colleges and universities) is
about 9 percent to 10 percent ($197 million per year) below that generated by
the new guidelines," states the Status
Report and Recommendations.
In order to determine the guidelines,
the Joint Subcommittee reviewed funding of Virginia state institutions in comparison to approximately 100 schools
from seven states across the nation. It
made comparisons based on academic
levels and programs offered.
Behind JMU in funding needs, in
order of which schools need the most,
are Virginia Tech, George Mason University, the University of Virginia, Old
see REPORT, page 7

Marchers turn out for MLK
BY KATIE LEWIS

staff writer

□RDi I IN KEHpuB editor

Members of Alpha Phi Alpha fraternity lead almost 100 people in
a march on Thursday in celebration of Dr. Martin Luther King Jr.

A Question of Power
"Oleanna" explores sexual politics and where the lines of power
should be drawn. Page 21

Almost 100 students
and faculty members honored the birthday of Dr.
Martin Luther King Jr. on
Thursday with a march
beginning in front of Zane
Showker Hall and ending
at Grafton-Stovall Theatre, where participants
shared how much King
had influenced their lives
in a speak-out.
For the first time, JMU
recognized the holiday by
canceling Monday classes.
Led by brothers of the
Alpha Phi Alpha fraterni-

ty, participants marched
along Bluestone Drive
praising King and God
through songs and cheers.
Students linked arms and
sang as they walked
behind Wilson Hall and
through the commons
before heading into
Grafton-Stovall for the
speak-out.
The march included a
mix of all races, faculty
and students. More people joined mid-march.
"It's my responsibility
to show support for the
see MARCH, page 7

American Pie

Head of the Class

The Dukes outlasted the injury bug and got
16 points and 5 assists from Dwayne
Broyles in their 76-65 defeat of American
University Saturday night. Page 29

Wild and crazy adventures in the
classroom are just another day's
work for students who substitute
teach at high schools. Pages 18-19

Boarders and Boundaries
The Board of Visitors met on Friday
to examine several important issues
— but no sports decision. Page 3
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POLICE LOG
WEATHER
CASEY BONDS
police reporter
Non-student Christian Searle, 20,
of Blacksburg, was served with an
assault and battery warrant on Dec.
30 at 9:10 p.m. in relation to an
alleged incident that occurred in
Dingledine Hall in October.
He was reportedly visiting a JMU
student.
Searle allegedly assaulted a hall
staff member when the staff
responded to a noise complaint.
In other matters, campus police
report the following:
Assault
• A JMU student was reportedly
assaulted while attending a party at
an off-campus fraternity on Jan. 12
at 1:30 a.m.
The HPD responded to the
complaint
which
is under
investigation.

Pedestrian Injury
• A pedestrian was reportedly
struck by a venicle when crossing
the intersection at Bluestone and
Carrier Drives on Jan. 8 at 6 p.m.
The vehicle reportedly struck the
victim's leg, causing the victim minor
injuries.

Destruction of Property/Grand

Larceny
• Unknown person(s) reportedly
threw a rock through a glass door at
the Festival in the College Center
between 11 p.m. on Jan. 9 and 6:19
a.m. on Jan 10.
The damage to the door was
see POLICE LOO page 5
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Suspicious Person
• Two female juveniles were
reportedly found in Duke Hall on
Jan. 10 at 9:30 p.m.
The subjects were reportedly
released to another agency.
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words, $2 for each additional 10
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column inch.
Deadlines: noon Friday for
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Thursday issue.
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"To the press alone, chequered as it is with
abuses, the world is indebted for all the triumphs which have been gained by reason
and humanity over error and oppression."
— fames Madison
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"We've added four teams ... that will
give us wonderful exposure for our conference for our athletic program."

Office talk

Recent CMISS guest speaker
Elaine Chao takes nomination
as Bush's Secretary of Labor

16,2001
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LINWOOD ROSE

JMU president on the CAA
scebttar

BOV reviews finances, grazes
over sports concerns at meeting
BY SARAH JONES

staff writer
The Board of Visitors left some students and athletes hanging when the
issue of the future of eight JMU sports
was left unbroached during its open session Friday.
Instead, the meeting focused on budget issues, future building plans and how
decisions made by the Virginia General
Assembly affect JMU.
After morning committee meetings, a
luncheon with JMU President Linwood
Rose and a personal tour of the new ISAT
facilities, the board met in open session for
a little more than two hours.
The majority of the session was devoted to a presentation by Charles King, vice
president of administration and finance,
on budget issues.
The meeting commenced with a report
by Rose. He presented numerous topics to
the board to give them an idea of what is
happening on the campus.
Rose gave great attention to a December report by a Virginia Joint Congressional Committee that JMU is the most underfunded state university in the Commonwealth (see story page 1). Rose said JMU's
lack of funding is largely due to enrollment growth and the types of academic
programs offered by the university, such
as ISAT, which have a high cost.
Rose's report included information on
the changes in the Colonial Athletic Conference, in which most JMU teams compete. During the summer, four new
schools were added to JMU's conference.
These teams are the University of
Delaware, Drexel University, Towson
University and Hofstra University. These
schools replace University of Richmond,
American University and East Carolina
University, which will leave the conference after this school year.
"We've actually strengthened the
conference," Rose said. "We've added
four teams and really excellent schools
and places that will give us wonderful
exposure for our conference for our athletic program."

Although Rose mentioned the CAA in
his report, he did not say how these conference changes are affecting or could
affect the possibility of cutting eight of
JMU's varsity teams.
Rose also informed the board of an
agreement between Blue Ridge Community College and JMU formed in November. The agreement guarantees JMU
admission to BRCC students after they
complete two years, provided they meet
certain requirements including at least a
2.75 grade point average.
"It is good for the university because it
allows us to plan for future enrollment,
and particularly for transfers," Rose said.
"We are not sure yet if this is something
we want to provide universally throughout the entire state but we can certainly
work with some additional institutions
beyond Blue Ridge."
Rose did not specify other schools
that similar agreements may be worked
out with or when such agreements
would be made.
After Rose's presentation, the board's
committee chairs gave their reports from
meetings held earlier in the day. The
committees presenting reports were
Audit, Development, Education and
Student Life, and Finance and Physical
Development.
The Education and Student Life committee reported on a number of issues
which could directly affect the student
body. Conrad Helsley (72), chair of the
committee, said the committee heard a
presentation given by representatives of
Carrier Library in which they discussed
their lack of space and funding.
"There are many more needs today
with technology than there were in the
past," Helsley said. He also included concerns about space. "The library should
grow to capacity in 18 months ... the
library was built to accommodate 8,000
students; of course you know we are at
15,000 students."
Helsley briefly mentioned the concerns
he heard from junior Justin Marked, the
board's student representative, about the
possibility of eliminating varsity sports.

MEGHAN MONTGOMERY/senior plwtoxrapher

Board member Mark Mix of Annandale reviews financial reports revealing JMU as
one of the most underfunded universities and colleges in Virginia.

Markell had asked the board not to make
a decision without first considering and
examining all options. A final decision by
the board regarding the elimination of
teams is not expected until their next
meeting on March 23.
Helsley said he requested Markell and
Student Government Association President Mark Sullivan attend the board's
Athletic Committee's meeting that's
expected to be held two to three weeks
before the board's March meeting to voice
their concerns.
"I thought that was the place where
this issue should be discussed," he said.
Helsley's discussion of the sports
teams was the only reference of the critical
topic during the meeting's open session.
Fred Hilton, director of media relations,
said the board discussed these issues during a closed session, which was held
immediately following the open session.
The rest of the meeting was devoted to

a presentation by King in which he discussed plans to finance three building projects currently under construction and
other projects under development.
The construction sites already underway are the parking deck, the Leeolou
Alumni Center and a parking lot across
from the College Center. The other projects JMU plans to start are the third building of ISAT, which will house the chemistry and physics departments, and renovations of Harrison Hall. JMU is awaiting
further funding from the General Assembly for these projects.
The board was also shown a design of
an academic building to be constructed
near the Modular Building, which currently houses the School of Media Arts and
Design. King said this is a 15-year project.
Rose said after Harrison Hall and the
third ISAT building are complete, JMU
will have sufficient space for its academic
departments.

Athletics committee to hold meeting before decision
The Board of Visitors met for more than two hours in a
dosed executive meeting on Friday to discuss the future
of eight varsity teams being considered for elimination.
The meeting was closed to the publk due to the discussion of legal matters. During the meeting the board
approved a report describing the legal rarnifkations of Title
IX compliance from the office of the Attorney General
The board's Athletic Committee plans to
schedule a special meeting to hear recommendations from JMU President Linwood Rose, Athletic Director Jeff Bourne and other administrators

regarding the future of the eight teams.
Athletic Committee Chair Pueblo Cuevas said the meeting will be arranged two to three weeks prior to the next
board meeting on March 23. Comments from students, faculty, coaches, athletes and others will also be heard.
Cuevas said he has "high hopes" that a final decision
on the future of the teams considered for elimination will
be made at the board's March meeting. He said it would
be best to hold the special meeting at least three weeks
prior to the board meeting in order to leave ample time
to hear input and reactions from interested parties

regarding the administration's recommendations.
"There will be time given for those representatives
(from the teams) to be heard," Cuevas said.
Five of the board's 15 voting members, including
Cuevas, make up the Athletic Committee. The other
committee members are Joe Farrell from Richmond,
Henry Harrell, Richmond, Timothy McConville, Virginia Beach and Mark Mix, Annandale. Only Cuevas,
from Broadway, resides near JMU.
A 1962 JMU graduate, Cuevas said he understands
see SPORTS, page 5
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Marching Royal Dukes to play at inauguration
BY STACY SMITH

staff writer
The Marching Royal Dukes will help
in welcoming President-elect George
W. Bush to office in the 54th Presidential Inaugural Parade Jan. 20 in Washington, D.C.
This year's parade marks the second
time that the marching band will participate in Inaugural Day events. In 1997,
the Marching Royal Dukes performed
for President Clinton for his second term
in office.
"We have been very fortunate over the
years to have performed at events such as
this, in Europe and numerous special performances in the U.S.," Director of Bands
J. Patrick Rooney said.
In the past, the marching band has participated in events to commemorate the
700th anniversary of the founding of
Monaco in 1997, to celebrate New Year's
Eve in Cannes, France in 1997 and New
Year's Day in Genoa, Italy in 1998. Most
recently, they performed over winter
break in Greece to welcome the new millennium and celebrate the return of the
Olympic Games to Athens in 2004.
The 414-member marching band
was nominated by Sen. John Warner
(R-VA) and was selected by the Presidential Inaugural Committee to perform in the parade.
The band learned of their invitation to
march in the Inaugural Day Parade during their trip to Greece over winter break.

FILE PHOTO

Band members will be playing in the Inauguration Day Parade on Jan. 20.

Brantley Douglas, the assistant director of
bands, was informed of the invitation and
promptly passed the message to Rooney,
who made the announcement to the band
members.
Other bands invited to perform include
the University of Texas, Grambling State
University (Louisiana), the University of
Massachusetts, the University of North
Carolina at Chapel Hill, the University of
Missouri, Southern Methodist University
(Texas), Ohio State University, and Texas
A&M University.
Both band directors and the members
noted the band's distinction of repre-

senting JMU and the Commonwealth of
Virginia.
"It is quite an honor to be selected as
your state's representative to perform for
the President of the United States," Douglas said.
Junior Kelly Butterfield, a flute player
in the band, said she was excited when
she heard that the band would be playing
for the Inaugural Day parade. "I was really excited," she said. "Not every day do
you get to participate in something like
this." She said she felt especiall) honored
since the Marching Royal Dukes are the
only band to be representing Virginia.

Recent JMU speaker nominated
as U.S. Secretary of Labor
BY TOM STEINFELDT

news editor
Just two months after visiting JMU to share her views
as an Asian-American immigrant from Taiwan, Elaine
Chao was tapped by President-elect George W. Bush as
Labor Secretary Thursday.
Chao's nomination followed the resignation of Linda
Chavez, Bush's first choice for the position. Chavez
backed out after receiving strong criticism for housing an
illegal immigrant from Guatemala.
Chao, a distinguished fellow at The Heritage Foundation, a conservative policy think tank, was invited to campus by the Center for Multicultural and Student Services
and the Asian Student Union. In her presentation in Wilson Hall on Nov. 16, Chao shared her story of overcoming the struggles facing Asian-American immigrants to
attain great success.
"The students were very encouraged by her message
when she came," said Zephia Bryant, an assistant director
forCMISS.
Senior Coleen Santa Ana, the ASU President, said
Chao's message inspired many students, especially those
who could relate to her story. Many ASU members are
immigrants or from families that immigrated to the United States, Santa Ana said.
"She was a very encouraging speaker about going for
what you believe in," Santa Ana said. "For this (labor secretary nomination) to be happening to Elaine Chao now
is very exciting."
The ASU organized a meet and greet session with
Chao prior to her speech. She went out of her way to
learn students' names and backgrounds, Santa Ana said.
"She was very personable, very genuine," she said.
Chao, who awaits approval by the U.S. Senate to
join the Bush administration, is another prominent

The performance will be held in front
of what is expected to be the Marching
Royal Dukes' largest audience with spectators lining a two-mile parade route.
The Inaugural Day Parade will start
at 2 p.m. in front of the U.S. Capitol
Building on the National Mall, wind
down Pennsylvania Avenue and pass by
the White House and the President's
review stand.
Still, band members are more excited
than nervous to perform before the President and parade spectators.
"We're not intimidated or scared to do
it," junior Russell Hammond, a tuba player, said. He said he is glad that the band
has this opportunity.
Rooney somewhat agrees.
"I think the band members are excited, but when they turn the corner on
Pennsylvania Avenue and see thousands of people, they will be nervous,"
Rooney said.
During the march, the band will play
"American Celebration," arranged by
Robert W. Smith and compiled from two
patriotic pieces: "You're a Grand Old
Flag" and "I'm a Yankee Doodle Dandy"
by George M. Cohan.
Rooney selected the ensemble for
its relevance to the event and its patriotic themes.
In addition, the marching band is
familiar with the selection. They performed "American Celebration" in Greece
a few weeks ago.

SPORTS, from page 3
what JMU is like athletically, academically and
culturally.
"I have a pretty good gut feeling of what life at
this university is like," he said.
He said he realizes the importance of the sports
considered for elimination to the student athletes.
When asked if he has attended any of these teams'
events, Cuevas said, "Not really, no."
Cuevas is the executive vice president of the Riddleberger Brothers Inc. plumbing and heating contracting company. Cuevas said the company has
given two endowed scholarships to JMU to use as
the university sees fit.
—by Tom Steinfeldt, news editor

POLICE LOG, from page 2

FILE PHOTO

Elaine Chao spoke at Wilson Hall on Nov. 16 and was
nominated as U.S. Labor Secretary last Thursday.

figure that CMISS has brought to campus in recent
years. Other speakers have included Kweisi Mfume,
president and chief executive officer of the National
Association for the Advancement of Colored People
in January 1999, and Rubin "Hurricane" Carter in
February 2000.
"CMISS has done an outstanding job in bringing
some of the speakers that have been brought to the forefront," Bryant said.

was estimated to be $300.
Further investigation on the destruction
reportedly revealed that several items had
been taken.
Among items reported stolen include a
Mackie Mixer worth $765, locking security covers worth $39, a Tascam CD/cassette player
worth $430 and a 15-band graphic EQ worth
$469.
Theft of Services
• A theft of services reportedly occurred in an
academic building between 6:11 p.m. and 7:32
p.m. on Nov. 22.
The incident is under investigation.
Number of drunk in ptiblic charges since Aug.
28:44
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Be an official!
You make the call!
Basketball Officials Clinic
Jan. 17, 4pm and/or 7pm
Jan. 18, 4pm and/or 7pm
Jan. 21, 6pm
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533 University Blvd. • 574-3072
1825 S. Main St. -574-3178

Organ &Tissue
DONATION
Share your life. Share your decision".
For a free brochure about Organ & Tissue
Donation, call 1-800-355-SHARE.

Coalition on Donation
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WANT TO SAVE MONEY?
COME TO THE SGA 000K SALE!
Book Drop Off:

Personal Attention In A
Comfortable Atmosphere
General Orthopedics

Where: Taylor 405
When: Wednesday, January 10th to Saturday,
January 13th between 10am and 2pm

Sports Injuries
Hand Therapy
Back & Neck Care

Book Sale:

Burn & Wound Care
Flexible Hours & Scheduling
We File Most Insurance
Claims For You
BACK IN ACTION
PHYSICAL THERAPY

564-1600
755-F CANTRELL AVE.
(Next to Hardees)
HARRISONBURG, VA

Where: Taylor 405
When: Monday, January 1 5th to Friday,
January 20th between 10am and 5pm
Call the SGA Office if you have any questions
at X6376
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Fifth wheel: some residents relocate
FIFTH, from page 1
couple they could only rent each
unit to four people. Westport Village, and most student housing
complexes on Port Republic
Road, fall into Zone R-3. Listed
as a Multiple Dwelling Residential Conditional zone, each housing unit can only be rented to a
family or no more than four
unrelated persons, Turner said.
"Generally, the restriction
.exists for density control," Turner
said. "And, it's so we know how
many people there are for fire
services, planning services, street
traffic. It's how we keep things
from getting too congested."
Despite the note, Turner said
the Blasiolis began listing units in
Westport Village for five residents with the JMU Office of OffCampus Life in the spring. When
contacted by city officials about
the listing, Tony Blasioli said the
listing was a mistake and withdrew the listing from the JMU
office, Turner said.
The" issue lay dormant until
August, when Turner received

an anonymous tip from a city
resident that five people were
living in units in Westport Village. A site investigator was sent
to the property, and it was discovered seven of the 12 units had
five residents. On Sept. 18, Turner sent a letter to the Blasiolis
ordering them to comply with
the zoning ordinance by the end
of the semester.
"Mr. Blasioli came in and
talked to us [after receiving the
letter]," Turner said. "He asked us
if he could have until the end of
the school year to rectify the situation. We told him he couldn't"
Disagreeing with the city's
position, the Blasiolis appealed
the decision to the Board of Zoning. On Nov. 6, the board heard
the case and upheld the decision
to remove the additional residents by the end of the semester.
The decision was tempered
with sympathy for the residents,
Turner said.
"We regret that people had to
move in the middle of the school
year," she said. " It's not something we wanted to see happen,

but there were opportunities for
the landlord to take action prior
to occupancy."
The city was not responsible
for the removal of the residents,
but left the task to the Blasiolis.
"We didn't care who left, as long
as there were only four in each
unit," Turner said.

u
We didn't care who left,
as long as there were
only four in each unit.
— Stacy Itorner
director of community development

A site investigator went to
Westport Village last week to
ensure one person had moved
out from the seven units in violation, Turner said. There was no
evidence of a fifth resident in all
but two units, she said, but Patty
Blasioli testified in Harrisonburg
General District Court on Jan. 10

all extra occupants had moved
out.
Kathy Sarver, coordinator for
JMU's Office of Off-Campus Life,
said no students living in Westport Village, or their parents,
have contacted her for assistance.
"It's rare," Sarver said. "Usually,
I would be getting a lot of calls."
Sarver confirmed Westport
Village was advertising units for
five people last spring through
her office, but that the Blasiolis
pulled their listing. Students
would stop by to inquire about
information on the property,
then under construction, but
Sarver said she didn't have any
to give them.
In reaction to the eviction,
Sarver said the office will provide zoning maps for students to
consult when signing a lease.
"I have high expectations for
students when they sign a lease,
in terms of taking responsibility,"
Sarver said. "Thinking about
zoning laws wouldn't have been
one of them. It wouldn't have
been one of the questions I
asked."

Sarver said the situation is an
example for students of the perils
of signing a lease, and why they
should take their time selecting a
place to live.
"Students are often afraid to
ask questions when they go to
sign a lease because it is an adult
[they are doing business with],"
Sarver said. "They need to keep
in mind, 'I'm paying them, they
work for me.'
"Stop by our office if you
have any questions, or we can
read over the lease with you. You
should never sign a lease at a
place that won't let you take a
copy home with you before signing," Sarver said.
Although the issue of having
five people living in a unit in
Zone R-3 is resolved for this year,
the Blasiolis are thinking ahead.
Turner said they will go before
the Planning Commission on
Feb. 14 to request the zoning
ordinance be amended to allow
five residents in a single unit.
Staff writer KC Gardner contributed
to this article.

March successful Report confirms underfunding
MARCH, from page 1
cause," freshman and SGA
senator Levar Stoney said.
"King was about bringing
people together. That's what
this march is about, bringing
people together."
Sophomore Devin Borum
said, "I came to give support
for something I believe in and
to not take for granted what
the first march stood for."
Sophomore Kristin Brown
said, "I came because I don't
think people understood what
King really meant. I think
some students just think it's
another day off."
Inside Grafton-Stovall students expressed what King
meant to them.
Sophomore Philip Duhart,
co-chair of the King
March/Speak-out Committee
spoke first about the meaning
of the activities that were
planned to honor King's birthday. "Our purpose here is to
remember King's dream and
to keep it going in the new
millennium," he said.
After an excerpt from
King's speech, "Where Do We
Go From Here," was read, students and faculty were able to
step up to the microphone.
Student Government Association President Mark Sullivan said he was overwhelmed
by the amount of commitment
that the community was willing to show for King and what

he had done. Some students
shared sentiments that King's
fight should be fought every
day of the year, not just on a
single day in January. Others
expressed that although King
had done much, there is still
social injustice to fight and
inequalities to reform.
An emotional moment was
when Stacy Edwards, assistant
director of the Center for
Multi-Cultural/International
Student Services (CMISS),
asked the audience to call out
names of people who had
affected them personally and
allowed them to be where
they are today. Some of the
names mentioned were Harriet Tubman, Rosa Parks, Frederick Douglas and Arthur
Ashe.
Zephia Bryant, an assistant
director of CMISS, said she
was especially proud to take
part in the celebrations. "This
is the first year we've had the
entire day off even though we
have been fighting for it for
the past four years," Bryant
said.
Thursday's march and
speak-out were only the first
of many activities planned for
the weekend including a
reflection night at Taylor
Down Under on Saturday and
a speaker from Regents University on Sunday. The celebrations will conclude with a
candlelight ceremony on Monday to honor King.

JL*

REPORT, from page 1
Dominion University, Radford
University, Virginia Commonwealth University, the College of
William & Mary, Christopher
Newport University, Longwood
College, Mary Washington College, Virginia State University,
Richard Bland College and Virginia community colleges.
Only three state institutions,
Norfolk State University, the University of Virginia-Wise and Virginia Military Institute, were
determined to have adequate
funding.
The state provides about $64
million of JMU's current budget
of $116 million of education in
general. The remaining funds
come mainly from tuition.
"A major accomplishment
here, even though you might see
[the report] as bad news that
we're that far behind [in funding], it's a major accomplishment
to get the state government to
now say, 'Yes, you're right. It is
confirmed, and we came up with
similar numbers,'" JMU President
Linwood Rose said. "So now we
have a basis from which to operate and the leaders of the House
and Senate have both indicated
they really want to commit to fixing this problem."
Charles King vice president of
administration and finance,
agreed. King said he and Rose
have been saying that JMU's
underfunded for at least five years.
King presented a series of

budget amendments requesting
approximately $9 million from
the General Assembly to the
board on Friday.
The board approved the
amendments, which included a
$6.4 million base funding adjustment, only 25 percent of what the
Joint Subcommittee determined
JMU needs to meet the estimated
guidelines. According to King,
base funding is money the university receives from the state in
addition to student tuition.
Due to trends in the nation's
economy, King said reaching
these guidelines will take an
uncertain amount of time. The
General Assembly is limited in its
attempts to alleviate the funding
deficit, but King did not specify
the extent of the limitations.
The guideline estimate for
JMU's educational and general
programs is $141.4 million. The
current funding is only $116.2
million, according to the report.
The university needs an additional $24 million to $26 million per
year, an increase of 20 percent, if it
is to meet the guideline estimate
set by the Joint Subcommittee.
The new guidelines include
maintaining reasonable recommendations and understanding
differences in funding needs for
the institutions reviewed.
Instruction drives the cost of
education, accounting for 56 percent of the 2000 fiscal year expenditures. Support programs, which
include academic support, student services, institutional sup-

port and plant maintenance,
account for 43 percent of the 2000
fiscal year expenditures.
"The primary concern is
instruction and positions so what
we need to do is have more
instructional faculty for the courses and programs that we offer,"
Rose said. "A bulk of the money
would go for that purpose [if
JMU is allotted more money]."
Rose cited JMU's growth as a
reason for its underfunding. "It's
principally growth without supporting dollars for those students
we're adding," he said. "It's also
because through the 70s and '80s,
tuition was set based upon the
[academic] programs we offered.
Since then we have added more
expensive programs ... The
tuition that we charge is still
based on less expensive programs that we offered in the '60s
and 70s and '80s such as education or business or psychology."
The report stated, "The [enrollment growth] guideline should
recognize enrollment growth, but
not provide incentives to grow
merely for more funding."
Rose said the schools with
"substantial enrollment growth"
will be at a disadvantage. JMU's
student population has increased
by nearly 3,500 students since
1993, according to the Office of
Institutional research. Total enrollment is now more than 15,000.
The report recommends a
review of base funding in the
future be done every two to four
years.
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Do you want to get
into JMU* s fast
lane?

iPbOWNTOW:N§
ATHLETIC
"The Valleys Sports Store"

Welcome back students!
Join the JMU University Health Center
REACH Peer Educators and become a
part of something great at JMU. Train to
educate and entertain other students
and the Harrisonburg community about
health related topics.

Need to work off
those extra pounds?
•Select Speedo Swimsuits

50% OFT

•Champion Fleece/Long Sleeve

T's 20% OFF

•All Russell Apparel

This is a great opportunity to have fun, meet
new people, enhance your resume, and
potentiallyearn credit hours.
For additional information and applications contact
Michette Wharton at *7895.
www.jmu.

20% OFF

•New shoe styles arriving daily!
As always, save 10% with JAC card
University Plaza - 600 H University Blvd
(next to Costco)
438-1460

':>'.•■ ■-. spas

Have the crowds at UREC got you down? Looking for
a complete state-of-the-art fitness facility to meet
your needs?
Yes? Then you must visit
4 MONTH
STUDENT
SEMESTER
SPECIAL
ONLY

I

Musi pre&rnt JML ID. neu members
onl), rau«: be 10 or older, not to be

used u/aov other offer

NAUTILUS FITNESS CENTER
Over 20,000 sq. ft. of the best equipment & service
At
Sauna/Jacuzzi & Indoor Track
Huge Free Weight Area
Two cardio theaters with 5 TV's
Over 40 pieces of cardio machines
NEW! Hammerstrength & Nautilus
Kickboxing & Boxing Classes
NEW! Reebok Cycling Program
Fully furnished shower/locker rooms
Within minutes of student housing
Convenient Hours 5 AM -10 PM
Best service this side of the Mississippi
Open 7 days a week
Convenient Parkin

Call
Today!
433-3434

fWJTILllg
x

r

(located in the Kroger shopping
center across from Valley Mall)

DOLPHIN BAY
TANNING

in Nautilus Fitness Center

ew Classes: ^r
eebok Cycling
and Yoga!

All students
welcome!

Genesis Beds are Top Quality!
Get a much deeper tan!
Tanning as low as $2.33/Visit
Highest UV Output Available
Wide, Comfortable Beds
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AmeriCorps to continue after Clinton
Service program once headed for elimination has gained bipartisan support
BY BILLY O'KEEFE

TMS Campus
Contrary to conventional wisdom,
there are some things upon which both
Democrats and Republicans can support.
Take ice cream, for example. Both
Democrats and Republicans agree, for the
most part, that it tastes good. Likewise, the
abilities to read, write and count are popular on both sides of the political fence.
And then, of course, there's AmeriCorps, a national service program founded by President Clinton that has empowered more than 200,000 young adults
through volunteer projects and community service programs
Heavy skepticism and massive budget
cuts from Congress nearly killed AmeriCorps following its 1993 launch. Conservatives in particular bashed the program's
structure, which called for members to get
paid a salary for performing what Congress saw as volunteer work.
Today, however, the picture is much
different. Heavy criticism of the program
has disappeared, and some of its biggest
detractors, including Sen. John McCain (RAz.) and Gen. Colin Powell, are now huge
supporters.

In essence, with programs in every
state around the country and a membership base that increases each year, AmeriCorps is a poster child for what bipartisan
support can accomplish.
"It's been a stunning change," said
spokesperson Sandy Scott of the program's surge in support on Capitol Hill.
"There was a point when we were targeted for elimination. Now, though, we have
widespread support."
This level of support is not expected to
change even as the program's founder
leaves the White House this month. This
past fall, President-elect George W. Bush,
along with all but one of the country's
governors, signed a petition urging Congress to continue its support for the program.
"As governors, we recognize the value
of national service as a tool in meeting
important needs in our states," read the
petition. "We have seen national service at
work in our states. We do not want to lose
this force for good in our communities,
states and country."
Scott said that AmeriCorps, working
under the new slogan of "Your World,
your chance to make it better," expects

this year to count 50,000 young Americans
among its ranks—a total even the Marines
(38,000) and the Air Force (34,000) cannot
match.
For the most part, the program gathers
its troops through word of mouth and
down-to-earth campaigns.

-a
There was a point when
we were targeted for
elimination. Now,
though, we have
widespread support.
— Sandy Scott
AmeriCorps spokesperson

>J—
"We know that there's a lot of competition for young minds' attention," Scott
said. "The best way to get people motivated to join is for them to see other young
people in action, so they can see for themselves how they, too, can make a differ-

ence.

So with widespread support for its
programs and a higher headcount than
ever before, what's AmeriCorps to do for
an encore?
Get online, that's what. AmeriCorps
plans to train 1,200 of its members to help
people in struggling communities overcome the increasing disparity between
those who do and don't have access to
computers and the Internet.
Additionally, the program will operate
for the first time under a president other
than the one who created it. But with
Bush's support and a healthy amounts of
public sentiment in tow and in writing,
AmeriCorps expects the new year to be its
strongest yet.
"We're very optimistic about the Bush
administration's plan for national services," Scott said. "Public service is, and
always should be, non-partisan."
Students interested in joining AmeriCorp are encouraged to visit AmeriCorps
online, located at umnv.americorps.org, for a
list of available programs in their area.
Students may also create a program in
their community if no such thing
already exists.

Bush cabinet appointees to face strong
criticism in Senate confirmation hearings
BY AMY GOLDSTEIN AND HELEN DEWAR

Washington Post
President-elect George W. Bush's persuasiveness on Capitol Hill will be tested
for the first time as Senate confirmation
hearings begin this week for 10 of his 16
Cabinet-level nominees, including the
contentious choices of John Ashcroft as
attorney general and Gale Norton as interior secretary.
Barring any developments that have
not emerged so far, leading Republicans
and many Democrats predict that even
those two nominees, vehemently opposed
by a substantial coalition of environmental, civil rights, labor and other liberal
interests, ultimately will win confirmation
with at least some Democratic support.
But it will not come before withering
cross-examinations intended to define
them as right-wing extremists.
Bush transition officials sounded confident as the packed schedule of hearings
approached. "There is going to be some
real tough questioning. Obviously, you
can see that coming,'" said Dave Gribbin,
the transition's director of congressional
relations. "But my sense of it right now is
there is nobody that isn't going to be confirmed. They are all going to make it."
Despite such widespread predictions,
interest groups for and against Ashcroft
and Norton are mounting a fierce lobbying onslaught, unrivaled over any nomination since the controversy over
Clarence Thomas' appointment to the
Supreme Court a decade ago. The pressure campaigns are aimed largely at a
group of moderate Democrats and
Republicans who partisans on both sides
believe could be picked off as votes

against confirmation.
The dominant controversies surrounding Bush's choices will spill into the Senate
on Tuesday, when Ashcroft — a Missouri
Republican who lost his bid for re-election
to the Senate in November — will face his
former colleagues on the Judiciary Committee, then widen two days later when
the Energy and Natural Resources Committee hears from Norton, a former Colorado attorney general.
For Bush, the hearings will serve as an
important early window on his skill at
drawing broad political support even for
controversial decisions — and at changing
the nature of political discourse in Wash-

U
But my sense of it right
now is there is nobody
that isn 't going to be
confirmed.
— Dave Gribbin
(ransilion director of congressional
relations
»
ington, as he pledged throughout the
presidential campaign.
For the Senate, meanwhile, the hearings will provide the first clue as to how
the evenly divided chamber will function
under its fledgling power-sharing agreement between the two parties and as to
whether a new era of bipartisan cooperation will survive the first big showdown

of the 107th Congress.
"Because we want to start the session
on a positive note, it is painful to face a
controversial issue like the Ashcroft nomination at this point," said Sen. Dick
Durbin (D-Ill.), a new member of the judiciary panel who has reservations about
Ashcroft. "It's very poor timing for a Senate that is trying to write new rules about
comity and cooperation."
In addition to determining whether
Ashcroft and Norton attain the jobs that
Bush has chosen for them, their confirma.tion battles have political significance for
the future.
They will signal how much clout
Democrats (and large grass-roots constituencies that make up the party's base )
can exert over Bush administration policies and appointments, including to the
Supreme Court, federal judgeships and
pivotal sub-Cabinet-level positions.
"This is going to be the first of many
skirmishes," said Wade Henderson, executive director of the Leadership Conference on Civil Rights, one of many groups
working to block Ashcroft's confirmation.
"We are putting the administration on
notice. If John Ashcroft is confirmed, he
still clearly is going to have a significant
fight on his hands every time he comes in
with a proposed nominee that is outside
mainstream thought."
With the stakes high, the lobbying and
passions, on both sides are intense.
The Christian Coalition, one of more
than 100 conservative groups trying to
build support for Ashcroft, plans to place
a half-million live and recorded telephone
calls starting Monday, urging members to
contact their senators. An organization

called the Issues Management Center is
running ads in the states of three key
Democratic senators who have said they
plan to question him aggressively.
The National Abortion and Reproductive Rights Action League, which opposes
Ashcroft, is running the only radio ad
campaign it has ever conducted against a
Cabinet nominee. It will be aired in seven
states, targeted primarily at Democratic
senators, but also in Maine, the home of
Sens. Olympia Snowe and Susan Collins,
both moderate Republicans. The Sierra
Club, meanwhile, is sponsoring television
and radio ads against Norton in seven
states and Washington DC.
The groups striving to defeat the two
designees are employing a somewhat
unorthodox strategy. Instead of trying to
lock down votes against confirmation,
they are urging senators to refrain from
committing themselves until after the
hearings, in hopes that the forums will
solidify sentiment against the designees.
They adopted this tack, in part, with
memories of the Thomas hearings, when
Sen. John Danforth (R-Mo.), Thomas'
prime sponsor, had lined up 55 votes in
favor of confirmation ahead of time, blunting the political impact of Anita Hill's testimony over his alleged sexual advances.
This time, the vote margins will be
watched as closely as the outcome. "It's
obviously a victory if she's not confirmed,
but it's also a victory if she's narrowly
confirmed," Carl Pope, the Sierra Club's
executive director, said of Norton. "That
would send a message to Bush that a lot of
political capital would have to be spent to
carry out" efforts to weaken environmental protections.
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Co-Ed Professional Business Fraternity

Information Meetings:
Tuesday, January 23rd, 6:30-7:30 Godwin 344
Thursday, January 25th, 6:30-7:30 Godwin 344
All Majors Welcome!
stions?

Need

more

information?
Contact
or mccormkiejmu.edu

Karen

at

434-6

Confucius says

University Health Center
www.jmu.edu/healthctr
Announcing the relocation of the Nutritionist to the Health Center
Mlchele Cavoto RD, FADA
e-mail: cavotomg phone: X6603

Wise businessman
advertises with
The Breeze

FLU SHOTS NOW AVAILABLE: M-F I I am-4pm WALK IN

MEDICAL SERVICES

Call 568-6127 today!
• Physicians, Nurse Practitioners,
and Nurses
• Fast Track Self Care **download
from website
• MTEB (Multidisciplinary Team
for Eating Behaviors)
• Women's and Men's Health Care
• Allergy Injections
• Limited Lab testing
• Immunization Clinic
• Emergency Contraception

Acapulco
Bahamas
Jamaica
Florida
Europe
Cancun

On-Campus Contact:
Nlck@
540-438-5647
Chad®
540-437-4011
Robert @
540-438-5647
STLDrNT
TRAVEL
SERVICES

1-800-648-4849

SEXUAL ASSAULT &
SUBSTANCE ABUSE
PREVENTION
Educational Programs
Resource/Referral
Support services
www.jmu.edu/sassault
Phone: 568-2831

OFFICE OF HEALTH
PROMOTION
Professional Health Educators
Resource Room
REACH PEERS
Choices Program: Women's Health
Care, Contraception/Annual Exams
Tues. 3:30, Burruss 126
Weds. 3:35, Burruss 140
Free Anonymous HIV Testing

IMPORTANT INFO
Hours: M-F: 8 AM - 8 PM
Sat/Sun: 10 AM - 6 PM
Phone: 568-6177
Info Line: 568-6941
Bring your JAC Card
New Satellite Clinic... Potomac
Nurses Clinic -coming in February
'Completed Health Record MUST
be on file.

Most of our services are free, no appointment necessary.
A variety of professionals are available to assist you with your health care needs.
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Ualley Lanes...
Mondays are Student Days!

per'game and $1 per shoe rental
9 a.m. ^,6 p.m.
OL y p.m. - Close

3106 s

Main st

I Tackle the Super Bowl mimchies
Order Party Bagels!

Harrlsonburg
434-8721

lde Mill Village
$300 REBATE!!

HELP
WANTED

IMMEDIATE OPPORTUNITIES TO HELP KIDS

www.kidscampaigns.org

Olde Mill Village is offering a $300 rebate* to all
new tenants signing a full lease for the 2001-02 year.

1-888-544-KIDS
ci

Spending money, expense money, or give it back to
your parents (Right!!). Your choice...and speaking of
choices, you have 'em at Olde Mill - double bed or single,
standard desk or contemporary computer desk.
Take your picks! And create your own "special" with
the $300 rebate!
JK

JK

JK

JK

'Restrictions apply. Limited time offer.

4£L
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' Reaching Uir Jimes Madison University "
community for orer 75 yean.

M?

Our apartments have amenities galore:
•Level grounds with no hills to climb or interstate to cross.

• Deadbolt locks and door viewers on all apartments.

•Only four blocks to campus.

• Well lit parking areas and walkways.

• Air conditioned and heated with energy efficient heat pumps.

• Convenient bus service to campus and Valley Mall.

• Stain resistant wall-to-wall carpeting.

• No sliding patio doors.

• Mini-blinds on all windows.

• Large laundry room/storage area in each unit.

• Basketball court.

• An easy 10 minute walk to campus.

• Paved parking spaces.

• A small community where the manager knows most tenants

• Pre-wired for ethernet access to campus.

Coalition (or America's Children

Money motivated individualals needed
to promote products and events on
campus. The nation's leader in college
marketing is seeking an assertive,
energetic, entrepreneurial student to
promote products and events on
campus. We need proven money
makers...not people that think they
want to earn money!

by name, and personally checks all maintenance requests.

• Telephone and cable outlets In each room.

* Be you own boss!
* Set your own hours!
* Make what you're worth!
American Passage Media, Inc.

Campus Rep Program
Seattle, WA

800.487.2434 Ext.4651

11A South Avenue,
Harrisonburg

ANAGEMENT GROUP
— INC.

<£± (540)432-9502
fauAt Moutmc

www. oldemillvillage. com

campusrep@americanpassage.com
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"To the press alone, chequered
as it is with abuses, the world is
indebted for all the triumphs
which haw been gained by
reason and humanity over error
and oppression."
— James Madison
Editor
Managing editor
Ads manager
Photo director
News editor
News editor
Asst. news editor
Opinion editor
Style editor
Focus editor
Asst. style/focus editor
Sports editor
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Copy editor
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EDITORIAL POLICY
The house editorial reflects the opinion of the
editorial board at a whole, and is not
necessarily the opinion of any individual staff
member of the Breeze.
EDITORIAL BOARD:

Gina Montefusco ... editor
Alison Manser ... managing editor
Steve Glasb ... opinion editor
Letters to the editor should be no mote than
500 words, columns should be no more than
800 words, and both will be published on a
space available basis. They must be delivered to
The Breeze by noon Tuesday or 5 p.m. Friday.
The Breeze reserves the right to edit for clarity
and space.
The opinions in this section do not necessarily
reflect the opinion of the newspaper, this staff,
or James Madison University.
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EDITORIAL

Liaison Bourne not speaking for athletes
Input from interested parties in the
potential elimination of eight varsity
teams and the severe reduction of other
teams was once again fielded by Athletic
Director Jeff Bourne.
Last Tuesday night, an undoubtedly
harried Bourne spent two hours with nearly 100 people who drilled him on the proposed cutting of men's archery, gymnastics, swimming, tennis and wrestling, and
women's archery, fencing and gymnastics.
The meeting, perhaps a last ditch effort
to portray the concerns of athletes, coaches
and administrators before Friday's Board
of Visitors closed session meeting on the
topic, generally missed its mark.
While Bourne listened intently to athletic concerns, the real audience, the Board of
Visitors, continues to remain unseen.
Junior Andrew Lux, a tennis player and
president of the student athlete advisory
council pleaded, "I would ask you to
please pass along to the board our desire
to meet with them one on one, on a personal basis."

Many students echoed this plea.
But, despite the efforts of BOV student
representative Justin Markell, the board
has been elusive on this issue. Markell,
who was not at last Tuesday's meeting,
has fielded bundles of letters from student
athletes, some of which comprise entire
team rosters.

-a

Bourne added that he is
... 'presenting all sides
and options.'
J>—

Markell, who appears to understand the
impact, urged students to attend the open
sessions of Friday's BOV meeting.
Responding to a female gymnast's question, "What are you personally doing to
save our sports?," Bourne said, "I am not a
sports saver. My goal and role as athletic

director is to make sure our sports remain
competitive in the future."
Bourne added that he is acting as a liaison between the board and the athletes,
"presenting all sides and options."
If student athletes, whose livelihood is
being threatened, had the opportunity,
we're not sure they would choose someone who is not a "sports saver" to be in
their corner.
If Bourne is really fighting for Title IX
compliance and financial stability, then
why are there so many questions still
left unanswered?
Just last Tuesday, Bourne was left
stumped when senior Amanda Love asked
why some women's teams are being made
bigger and some that aren't that big are
being cut. "Why can't you take those say 10
additional members being added to one
team and save one of the teams being
cut?," she asked.
Bourne said he hadn't thought of that
just yet. Maybe that's because he is not a
"sports saver."

Spotlight Question: What's the hardest part about starting the winter semester?
"Eight o'clock

"Remembering
what time 'Full
House' comes
on.

I'/llSM'.V "

SPOTLIGHT
BECKY GA»WBJs,affphotogrvph,r

LaurenFeatherst nc

John Healy

Junior- sociology

junior, economics

°

"My
eczema
problem always
gets worse in
January."

Tim Brnokins
junior, SCOM

"Trying to find
my class in the
Health
and
Health Science
building."

Beth Wade
junior, finance
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JASON SLATTERY

A true test of the integrity of the administration
The biggest JMU story of the year is,
without a second thought, the pending
decision of the athletic department over
whether to eliminate a number of sports
programs. These sports, which get less
recognition and funding than the big
money makers like football and basketball,
are being proposed to be cut, the administration maintains, in order to comply with
Title IX and for financial reasons. However, what the administration has not been as
open about is their interest in examining
the feasibility of having a Division 1A football team at JMU, which could be easier
achieved with the elimination of those
eight programs.
Yet, if the administration were concerned
about Title IX requirements, they wouldn't
cut the at-risk women's teams. If they can
get away with cutting the women's teams
and still stay Title IX compliant, I am led to
believe that they could keep more men's
teams as well. With that said, there is an
important issue at hand, and we, the students of James Madison University, have
every right to question the administration.
It is well within our bounds to believe that
it is the responsibility of Athletic Director
Jeff Bourne to protect the athletic programs that are in danger.
A closer examination of the JMU Centennial Commission Report unveils another
motivation behind the cuts in the athletic
program. In the report, under the fourth
heading, An Intellectual Culture of Acade-

mic Excellence, there are several subcategories. Under Priority 1, 1:10 the Commission includes a clause which states their
desire to "conduct a feasibility study of the
number, types, and competitive level (e.g.
1-A vs. 1-AA football) of intercollegiate
athletic programs offered at JMU, carefully
evaluating the trade-off between cost, student participation and Title IX compliance." This clause leads me to believe that
improving the "competitive level" of the
football program will improve the "Intellectual Culture" of JMU. I've never considered a Division 1 football program a mark
of "Academic Excellence," but it's obvious
that the Commission does. The members
of the Centennial Commission have done
an excellent job writing the report because
they have hidden their intentions so well.
In his Q & A session last week, Bourne
announced that he is "not a sports
saver." Rather, his "goal and role as athletic director is to make sure our sports
remain competitive in the future." You
might have to read between the lines, but
it's easy to see that Bourne wants to make
sure that football remains competitive in
the future, even if other programs are
eliminated as a result.
The most troubling aspect of the problem
in the administration's possible decision to
discontinue the eight teams, is the apparent disregard of student interest. Hundreds of students belong to the Save Our
Sports organization, which was formed

Darts
and Pats
Darts & Pats are submitted anonymously and
printed on a space-available basis. Submissions
are based upon one person's opinion of a given
situation, person or event and do not necessarily
reflect the truth.

after the report was issued. Thousands of
JMU students have signed petitions telling
the administration to save the sports up
for dismissal.
Let there be no misinterpretation of the
facts. If the administration does not do
something about the teams up for dismissal they do not care about what you, as
a student, want done at this university.
They care about how much money comes
into this university. There is no other way
to look at a decision that so clearly demonstrates a lack of regard for student interest.
Bourne should step up to the plate and
stand up for the programs at risk. I have
spoken to athletes who have told me about
Bourne telling the teams in jeopardy fairy
tales of how he will help them without any
action to back up his claims. Recently he
told one of the at-risk teams he would hold
an open forum discussion, which he
promised would be well advertised and
well attended. I think I speak for the student body when I say that I had no knowledge of this forum until I read about it
afterward in The Breeze. I spoke to athletes
in attendance that confirmed my suspicion
that the audience was comprised almost
entirely of student athletes.
The football program will survive. With
the soon-to-be drastic increase in alumni
(due to the drastic increase in student population), the funds required to improve
Bndgcforth Stadium are right around the
corner if the administration is patient. JMU

Jason Slattery is a junior
political science
major.

Dart...

Dart...

A"stop-crying-about-salad-dressing-and-go-buysome" dart to all the stupid people who cry too much
about campus dining.
Sent in by a senior who appreciates just having
more than a half-dozen dressings to choose from.

A "what-the-#$%A" dart to the jerk who pegged me
with his soda on the University Boulevard bridge last
week.
Sent in by a sophomore who almost wiped out on
his moped when the Mr. Pibb you threw hit his helmet and splashed all over his eyes.

Pat...

Pat...

A "my-car-has-never-looked-better" pat to my
neighbors who surprised me by waking up early Saturday morning to wash it.
Sent in by a sophomore who wanted you to know
that you guys looked good with wet T-shirts too.

A "thanks-for-the-override" pat to one of my
SCOM teachers for letting me into her already full
class.
Sent in by one of your appreciative seniors who
needed the class to graduate in May.

Dart...

Dart...

A"thanks-for-giving-us-a-paper-to-write-on-thefirst-day" dart to my history professor.
Sent in by an angry junior who watched his beautiful long weekend from the library.

A "you-call-that-a-thorough-exam" dart to my doctor who looked me over for less than a minute before
ushering me out of his office without a diagnosis.
Sent in by a student who is considering his malpractice options.

Pat...

E-mail darts and pats to breezedp@hotmail.com

alumni are successful, and most are satisfied with their experience at JMU and will
give money to the university.
As an opinion writer in this situation,
it's hard not to pull punches because it
appears as though there are several guilty
parties. When I first considered this situation, I assumed that Bourne would claim
responsibility for the situation, which he
has. Questions arise. How much power
does Bourne really have? Is Bourne really
just a puppet for JMU President Linwood
Rose? With all this said, Bourne has, for
better or worse, said that eventually he
will make the decision. If Bourne can not
get the job done and protect the at-risk
teams, then Rose needs to find someone
who can.
We, as the student body, have a responsibility in this situation as well. The honeymoon is over for Rose. This situation is a
serious test of his integrity, not as an individual, but as the president of this university. If he doesn't care about the interests
of the student body we need to be concerned. Are we really
willing to put up with
a president who turns
his back to the concerns of the student
body?

A "job-well-done-pat" to my fellow pranksters who
succeeded in causing mass chaos and confusion
amongst teachers and students by redirecting all 8
a.m. Tuesday classes to Burruss 044.
From one of your partners in crime who was pleasantly surprised that the prank worked even better
than it had first semester.

Pat...
A "thank-you-so-much" pat to Dennis for helping a
very confused and frustrated freshman get her schedule together! You saved me a lot of time and grief.
Sent in by a now schedule-savvy student who can't
thank you enough.
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Oops/

Alpha Phi Omega
National Coed Service Fraternity

Spring Rush 2001
LL

f\9ain

Info Sessions:
Wed. 1/17 7:30 p.m. ISAT 136
Thurs. 1/18 7:30 p.m. ISAT 136
Questions? Contact Kara at rcadekc@jmu.edu

Show 'em _you care

www.imu.edu/orgs/alphaphlomega

Are you
with your current
living situation?
1

Move up to

SEND A PAT

L

S -'N(NE

US D«parlm#nt of Tfampo'NflOfl

You'll be
r»-nr*

to live at The Newest
and The Best!

DRUNK DRIVING DOESN'T
JUST KILL DRUNK DRIVERS.

Sunchase has a limited number of
rooms available for Spring Semester

Nicholas Esposito, killed Oct. IS,
1989 at 8:S5pm.
Next time your friend insists on
driving drunk, do whatever it takes to
stop him-. Because if he kills innocent
people, how will you live with yourself?
FRIENDS DON'T LET FRIENDS DRIVE DRUNK

442-4800
COUAL MOUSING

OPPORTUNITY

www. sunchase. net

mac
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STEPHEN CEMBRINSKI

BREEZE READER'S VIEW

A New Year's resolution for all JMU students
Since this is supposedly the best time of
the year to make a change in your life, I'd
like to take this opportunity to make the
readers aware of something that's been
bothering me lately — and maybe as a
group we can all make a New Year's resolution that might just last until the end of
the semester. I'm not talking about losing
weight, ceasing to write darts about missing salad dressing, or quitting smoking.
I'm talking about a much bigger change
that has to be made. I'm talking about our
attitudes as students of JMU.
Before I get into a little more detail on
this subject, I would like to tell you a little
bit about me. I'm from New York —
enough said. Those of you who live up in
that region know what I mean when I say
there are certain stereotypes that come
with the territory. The funny thing is, by
the end of last semester, I started to feel
like I was in New York again. Not the
part I'm from mind you, but the part
everyone thinks I'm from — New York
City. As a young lad traveling to New

York City for the first time, my parents
told me to remember one thing: Don't
look anywhere but straight ahead, and
walk like you know where you're going.
That was supposed to be my camouflage
in the big bad city. The weird thing was,
by the time I left for winter break, that
appeared to be everyone else's camouflage in the big bad university.
You can understand my relief when I
came down here. The weather is nice
most of the year, the tempo of life is
turned way down (people drive slower,
walk slower), and I always feel at home. I
even remember going home on a break
and concluding with one of my friends
that yes, James Madison University is the
happiest place on Earth.
All is not well, however, in this
"happy" place. Maybe I'm just noticing
this because I've lost my "freshman-ness"
and am finally realizing that after your
first year, the safety net is ripped out from
under you. Or, maybe I'm just being
observant and am tired of seeing blank

expressions on everyone's faces everyday.
That, my friends, is the problem. Now
I realize that appearance is a big part of
everyone's lives, and we all feel that we
have to uphold that religion with makeup, standing in front of a mirror for 30
minutes (because that one hair won't go
down), and wearing contacts even
though they've been in your eyes for 20
hours already, but that shouldn't cause
us to forget to smile and say hello to our
fellow students and faculty.
You wouldn't believe how many
people I'll pass on campus with this
practiced look on their face. You know
the look I'm talking about. That "I'm-aCalvin-Klein-model-walking-down-therunway" look that seems to block out
the existence of everyone else. I'll walk
by friends that don't even seem to see
me when I'm right next to them — I've
even waved and said hello — and still
no response.
One thing that all of our New Year's
resolutions should include: simply smile.

With all the things that have occurred
this past year, I can understand why
people might feel the need to frown. But
things happen, and as a university we
should be able to move on.
So what, specifically, should we
do? Simply walk up to someone you
don't know, and strike up a conversation. It's so simple, and yet that's the
reason why people don't do it — we,
as students, love to procrastinate.
Make this university feel like a wonderful place to be again. I mean, how
can we be All Together One, if we're
"all in separate cliques?"
Just for fun, let's start today. When I
walk around, I want to see a change. In
other words, stop and smell the roses.
Putting it off until tomorrow will only
ruin an opportunity to meet a great person today.
Stephen Cembrinski is a sophomore quanitative finance major and the Breeze webmaster.

Send a Dart, Send a Pat!
E-mail Darts and Pats to breezedp@hotmail.com

NGWY6AR. ^\ew you.
GET TO UREC NOW
Yoga Fit Classes
5 sessions for $20
Tuesday's & Sunday's 4-5 pm
Wednesday's 5:15 - 6:15 pm

January 23 - April 5, Tues./Thurs.
Lifeguard Training Classes
Time: 6:30-8 pm
Register by Jan. 22
Cost: $65

Eight-Week Strength Training Class
Session I: Jan.22-Mar.22
Mon./Wed. Noon-1pm
Session II: Jan.23-Mar.22
Tues./Thurs. 5:30- 6:30 pm

nrasffi

February 17
Snowshoe Ski Trip
Register by Feb. 13
Cost: $15
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Special delivery!
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Apply to be the online editor of The Breeze
Submit a cover letter and resume
to Gina Montefusco at The Breeze office by
Jan. 17 by 5 p.m.

JOIN OUR
ONLINE
STAFF

Call x6127 for details.

CALL 568-6127 FOR MORE DETAILS

[or visit us in the
Anthony-Seeger
basement]

MAiNSTREET MADISON MADNESS!
FEATURING SUPER SMOOTH

ViRGiisflA

COAUTJON

with their brand new spectacular guest band Harmony Riley,
just off tour with Cheap Trick!

Tickets at the
door just
$5.00 with
student ID &
YES this
show is 18 &

The party extreme rages this Wednesday down at "The Street"
153 South Main Street Harrisonburg • 432-9963 • www.mainstreetrocks.com

up!
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I CAMPUS

10 MINUTE WALK ON MAIN ST. TO CAMPUS
3, 4, & 5 BEDROOM APARTMENTS
• ETHERNET

•

$235/BEDROOM

Contact Dr. D. Craig Smith for further information. 8:ooa.m. -10:00 p.m.

434-3509

v^ultural .History of Scotland
Study Abroad in Scotland
May 30-June 21, 2001
ted spaces

sffll a v^

If you don't talk
with your kids about sex,
who will?
Be sure to start an honest, open dialogue
with them at an early age. For a free booklet
that can help you discuss all kinds
of tough issues, call l-80fXMd-44.
H:IM

Sec:

Included:
Course:
Fees*:

St. Andrews, Edinburgh, Glasgow, Aberdeen, Stirling Castle, Bannockburn,
Culloden, the Highlands, Loch Ness, Ben Nevis, Isle of Skye, Sir Walter
Scott's home, Robert Burns' home, fishing villages, bagpiping, Highland
dancing, Scotland's oldest distillery, and more.
Accommodation, continental breakfasts, 15 dinners, transportation,
admission fees, tour guide, and university lectures.
3 credit hours of HIST 391, ENG 302, ARTH 419, or GHUM 251
$2,700 plus tuition
*Cost of airfare excluded; group rate available upon request; program fees subject to minor change.

Deposit:
Contact:

Required texts:

$400 deposit required by January 22, 2001.
Dr. Jack Butt
Department of History MSC 2001
Jackson Hall 220
James Madison University
Harrisonburg, VA 22807
Tel: 540-568-3991 - Email: buttjj@jmu.edu
Rosalind Mitchison A History of Scotland, 2nd ed.
Colin Manlove An Anthology of Scottish Literature

i.ii.i

Earn money and marketing
experience! The nation's leader
in college marketing is seeking
an energetic, entrepreneurial
student to promote products and
events on campus.
*
*
*
*
*

Great earnings
Set your own hours
Part-time
No sales involved
5-10 hours per week

American Passage Media, Inc.
Campus Rep Program
Seattle, WA

800.487.2434 Ext.4651
campusrep@americanpassage.com
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The first week of
Senior Forest Pavel prefers
Christmas break, time to
to teach high school. "The varilay back, relax and sleep
ety is good, and if you have a
late; instead I am substitute
problem student he or ah? will
teaching. The alarm goes off at
only be in your class, at the
5:30 a.m., at school by 7 a.m.,
most, for 15 minutes." Pavel has
class starts at 7:20 a.m.; no time
taught physical education, earth
for relaxation, it is time to earn
science, weight training and
some money.
various other subjects..
My biggest fear was dealing
Being a first time substitute,
with kids who, like I was in
I got stuck with the class that
high school, were not thrilled to
any experienced substitute
be in class, but wanted to be
would rum down: freshman
outside playing in the snow or
health, the time when students
at home blasting creatures to
are taught about sex and other
oblivion on their video game
fun things. In the middle of my
systems.
first awe-inspiring lecture, one
The first class I was roped
little 14-year-old, hormoneinto was geometry for the gifted
hyped kid screamed out "sex."
and talented. I do
The entire class
not do math. I
erupted into nervous
despise math. I am
laughter while a few
an English major.
freshman coed's
In the middle
What was I doing
faces colored in
here? I stood in
embarrassment.
of my first
front of the class,
They looked like a
awe-inspiring
scanned 30 pimplebunch of beets.
faced freshmen
Such are the sacrilecture, one
who looked to me
fices I endured to
as a geyser of
give back to my old
little 14-yearknowledge, little
high school.
did they realize I
The next day,
old hormonewas clueless about
lucky me, I got stuck
the math problem
teaching drivers eduhyped kid
on the board. Like
cation or more aptly
the students, I
showing a video and
screamed out
found myself peekthen reading the
"sex."
newspaper while the
ing at the clock on
the wall that was
students completed
Tin knbn
an assignment.
slowly ticking
junior
However, their
down until 2:05
hearts weren't really
p.m., when the bell
in it and they seemed
would ring and the
more apt to see how
weekend would
much they could slack off withbegin.
out gettmg into too much
Another problem was the
trouble.
physical dimensions. Though I
One male student pegged a
am older than these kids by six
water bottle at the blond-haired
years, many of them stand
girl next to him and then
higher than my 5 feet, 7 inches.
laughed maniacally while she
It was extremely difficult to gartried to hide her excitement.
ner respect when the students
Looked to me to be some sort of
towered over me.
strange mating ritual.
A substitute teacher can
I had just fearlessly steeped
choose what subjects and/or
into the fray — to keep casualschools he or she wishes to
ties to a minimum — and
work at. I chose to teach only at
returned to my newspaper,
my former high school, but I
when some punk walked up to
could have gone to any of the
me asked how old I was. I
207 schools in Fairfax County.

u

answered 21. He then strutted
sporting a weak, peach fuzz
back to his snickering cronies,
mustache and had the same
who huddled up, and whisruddy complexion as other nonpered to themselves. A minute
shavers. Alih, the thrills of
later, this same youth sauntered
10th grade.
up to me and asked if I would
Becoming a substitute
buy him some beer. I said no,
teacher is not difficult, but it
he thought this hilarious.
does take time. Most jurisdictions in the United States now
This experience is nothing
require prospective substitutes
compared to what Eric
to be fingerprinted and to have
Biececker, a first year teacher for
Fairfax County schools, went
at least 60 college credits. Pavel
recommended college students
through substituting in
who want to substitute should
Pittsburgh: dodging water botpurchase a professional
tles, breaking up fights and
being verbally assaulted. He
wardrobe, schedule days free
said "I earned all $100 that
of college classes and be will[Pittsburgh schools] paid me."
ing to wake up at 5 a.m. in
order to find out what
As a substitute, I am a dictaschool they are teaching at.
tor. I have complete control over
A short-term substitute
in Fairfax
the students. No,
Being younger
not really. I am
County earns $11.80
mostly praying
per hour; in
I can relate to
that the kids are
Rockinham County a
quiet and the
full day of subbing
the students
video takes up
will net $56; and
easier and
the entire class
Harrisonburg City
period.
pays $60 per day.
bring more
In addition, longSubstituting
though, is not
term positions are
enthusiasm
without its perks.
sometimes available.
"Interacting
Marguerite Verzille,
than an older
and helping kids
supervisor of the
Fairfax County's subis probably the
person.
stitute office said, "A
best part of the
job," Pavel said.
Forest Pivtt
long-term substitute,
senior
in Fairfax County,
"Being younger I
can relate to the
works for at least 11
-»students easier
consecutive days and
and bring more
is paid $15.55 per
enthusiasm than an older perhour and are often times
son. And the kids can come to
responsible for creating lesson
plans, grading papers and
me with problems."
Dave Harrison, a 30-year
meeting parents. The only way
to become a long-term substiveteran of Fairfax County
schools, said he came back to be
tute is to have a school's principal send a memo to the suba part-time teacher because "it
is self-gratifying to influence
situte office."
Being a substitute teacher is
[students] with the knowledge
an enjoyable and always interyou have. Working with young
esting way to earn extra money
people is very satisfying."
over winter break or during the
Some students, however,
school year — beats working at
will never take class seriously.
One kid came wandering into
McDonald's.
If interested, contact the
class late, with a pencil stuck in
Fairfax County help desk at
his moussed-up black hair and
(703) 914-8131 or a local school
a confused expression on his
district.
face. He, like many others, was

— u—

Want to get involved?
For more information, contact Rockingham County School District at (540) 564-3200,
or Fairfax County Schools at (703) 914-8131 or call the general information number
at the school of your choice.
Some schools require that a prospective substitute teacher
have at least 60 hours of college credit.

•
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HELP WANTED
fall Time & fan Tim? positions mikiik
Apply in person.
Exit 243 off 141 • 121 Pleasant Valley Kd.
Positions Available:
• grill
• servers
• host
• dishwashers
• flexible hours
• good pay

PEOPLE WILL SEE
THIS SPACE

TODAY
Shouldn't your ad be
here?

Old Country Store
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Call 568-6127 for advertising information.

574-3099

^Breeze
rommunll j for ow 75 ynn.

<® FRATERNITY FORUMS
^y Come see what \n
we're all about!
Tuesday Jan. 16th:
Commons nam-2pm
UJednesday Jan. 17th:
Commons \1am-2ym
Thursday Jan. 18th:
li^
Commons iiam-2jym
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Any questions contact Don Simpson IFC Recruitment Chair at
simpsods@jmu.edu or check out www.jmu.edu/ucenter/sos
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is The Gifted and Talented

'It doesn't matter which side you're on,
you're wrong. There are no heroes."

Achieving dreams while facing
demons are central themes on the
silver screen this weekend

ROBERT WILSON

senior
See story below

See story page 25

BIG SOUND
BY MATT CARASELLA

senior writer
Small Town Workers, a fairly new arrival to the JMU
music scene, has made little hesitation to hit the studio as well
as the stage during their first year together. Support of their
American rock 'n' roll since their start in November 1999 has
mostly been a result of the audience appeal of a sound that
takes people back to their musical roots, according to Small
Town Workers guitarist, junior Devin Malone.
The name and the sound of Small Town Workers, fits
well in a community that has the down home feel of a place
away from big city lights, blazing car horns and terribly populated people traffic on streets other than Port Republic on a
Friday night.
A name all too familiar to JMU students and that can easily be associated with good times, another new band has

adopted the long street walk as their name and have titled
themselves none other than Port Republic. Another JMU
start-up band that is in the early stages of development, Port
Republic shared the Mainstreet Bar and Grill stage with Small
Town Workers this past Wednesday night.
Small Town Workers, a four piece band, has gotten a reasonably early start on recording, promotion and especially
public performances considering the amount of time they
have been together. What else should be expected from small
town working musicians who obviously share musical interests as well as the desire to play regardless of the circumstances.
Starting with what began as an acoustic duo, Malone and
Mike Meadows ('00) turned a Music Industry class project
see WORKERS, page 23

Photos by CINDY TINKER//>/i<»« editor

x

II Town Workers guitarist and vocalist, Mike Meadows ('00), (photos I - r), Meadows and senior Geoff Sprung on bass, drummer Whit Sellers ('00) exhibits his percussion
is and Sprung getting into the music. Small Town Workers have wasted no time nudging their way into the Valley music scene since their formation in November 1999.

'Oleanna': sex, power and scandal
JRENNA WALTON

tributing writer
in exploration of sexual politics on college cames, Theatre IPs "Oleanna," poses the question of
fcre the line of power is crossed between a projr and a student and looks at what is permissijnd what is not, according to director senior
?rt Wilson.
Vritten by Pulitzer Prize-winning playwright
David Mamet, who also wrote "Glengarry Glen Ross"
and thf new release "State and Main," "Oleanna"
focuses on a student named Carol who goes to her
middle-aged professor John, because she's struggling
in his class.
^)ver the course of several meetings, Carol
{ins to take issue with John's attitudes and
sns, raising questions about where the bound's exist between people in power and those
rking underneath the power structure of a coladministration,
lis leads to a series of events that build up to an
|osive climax," Wilson said.
.
fOleanna," in the tradition of many Theatre II protions, has been known to cause controversy when
Formed on college campuses.
The play poses difficult questions regarding the
of sexual harassment. It pushes a lot of buttons
has the potential to create conflict between the

sexes, Wilson said.

The play stands out in that it contains thought-provoking, and in some ways, troubling themes.
"As a director, my main focus and my main problem
was taking a play, which by its very nature, is polarizing
and lends itself to taking sides and creating an atmosphere of moral ambiguity," Wilson said.
"As David Mamet himself wrote about the play, it
doesn't matter which side you're on, you're wrong.
There are no heroes," he said.
The cast consists of Theatre II veterans, seniors
Matthew Horner and Carolyn Bream, who portray John
the professor and Carol the student, respectively.
Returning early from winter break and rehearsing an
averge of 4 to 5 hours a day for the past two weeks, the
actors have spent a short yet intensive time grasping
their roles.
"The most challenging part of the show is the language and taking what Mamet gives us as actors to turn
[the script] into something that's understandable and
cohesive," Horner said.
Bream, who thought about directing "Oleanna"
herself a few semesters ago, said she was drawn to
the role of Carol because of the complexity of the
character.
"My character is so difficult to understand; she's so
dark and mysterious," Bream said. "You wonder what's
going through her head when she does things. She's def-

MEGHAN MONTGOMERY/seniorphotographer

Seniors Matt Horner and Carolyn Bream portray a questionable student-professor relationship in "Oleanna."

initely the more complex of the two characters."
"Oleanna" has the potential to be a story that may
force people to re-examine how they feel about this type
of situation, contemplating the opposing sides and realizing that the roles of victim and aggressor are not always
as clear-cut as they seem.
"Oleanna" will open tonight and run through Jan. 20
at 8 p.m. There will also be a midnight performance on
Jan. 19. Admission will be $3 at the door.
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INTERESTED IN WORKING FOR THE BREEZE?
attend an informational meeting
Call 568-6127
for more details
WHEN:

Wed., 4:40 p.m.

WHERE: Modular Building, Room 227

or visit our New Writer
Board in our office in
Anthony-Seeger Hall
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All in the family: singer follows
in father's footsteps, brilliantly
BY JESS GLADIS

A I rip Across
America with
Einstein sBrai
rain
by
Michael Paterniti
RYAN PUDLQSKVgraphics editor

contributing writer
Taking after her father, Brazilian legend Joao Guilerto,
Bebel Guilerto recently released her debut CD displaying
her own vocal melodies.
Pairing up with producers such as Amon Tobin from
the U.K.'s Ninja Tune label, Washington, D.C. lounge
lizards Thievery Corporation and Brazil's fondly remembered producer/arranger/composer whiz, Suba, Guilerto's vocals glaze dreamy, downtempo beats on this brilliant album.
An innovative melange of several genres, Tanto Tempo
lends itself to an audience eager to hear an ear-appealing
blend of trippy textures and Guilerto's soothing croon.
Suba contributes beautiful piano rolls, guitar licks and
Brazilian beats to songs such as "Mais Feliz," while in
"Lonely," Thievery Corporation layers Guilerto's vocals
over the mesmerizing, lounge-style rhythms that characterize their sound.
Paying tribute to her father's former wife, Astrud
Gilberto, Bebel alternates her singing language between
Spanish and English in "So Nice (Summer Samba)" to emulate a conversation in a more traditional piece.
From lush guitar grooves on Amon Tobin-produced
"Samba Da Bencao" to more uptempo, conventional Bossa
Nova beats on "Sem Contencao," the album's vibes differ
immensely from track to track.
Maintaining a contemporary Bossa Nova style, Guilerto
flirts with subtle electronica samples and scatters untraditional nuances throughout the album.

Her ethereal, seductive voice coupled with well-produced drum loops and grooveable instrument samples
makes for an impressive debut by this Brazilian bella. And
as far as talent goes, the axiom, "like father like daughter,"
unquestionably holds true.

gilberto
Courtesy ofSIX DEGREES RECORDS

BY JESS GLADIS

contributing writer
Getting kicked out of Las Vegas casinos and
talking to William S. Burroughs about addiction as
he lights up a joint at his home in Lawrence, Kan.
are just a few of the things experienced by two men
on a cross-country journey with Albert Einstein's
brain in a new book by Michael Paterniti. "Driving
Mr. Albert" chronicles the journey of a young journalist, an 84-year-old pathologist and Einstein's
formaldehyde-soaked brain across America in an
attempt to return the deceased genius' most famous
asset to his granddaughter, Evelyn Einstein.
Following Einstein's death in 1955, Dr. Thomas
Harvey completed the autopsy on the famed physicist and confiscated the brain to study for intelligence patterns. Though a great deal of controversy
later arises over the rights to the brain, Harvey
keeps the coveted cortex in his house until years
later, when curious, adventure-seeking journalist,
Michael Paterniti, offers to drive the two across
America to California, where Evelyn Einstein
resides. In a rented teal-colored Buick Skylark, Harvey and Paterniti embark on their journey to California, wind in their hair and brain in their trunk.
Paterniti takes the reader on a literary and
physical journey across America in this lyrical,
metaphoric narrative. With a very descriptive and
poetic style, Paterniti expresses the merriment
and animosity the two experience along their
quest for the brain's reconciliation with Einstein's
next-of-kin.
In a modernized, personalized version of Jack
Kerouac's "On the Road," Paterniti eloquently captures the characters' attachment to Einstein's brain
and delves into his own mind to discover his own
ambitions for the future.

Workers make way, name in world
WORKERS .frontpage 21
into a regular band that has now
appeared locally and has plans to
relocate and plant roots in Charlottesville soon.
Shortly after their start, Malone
added senior bassist Geoff Sprung, a
former band mate to the MaloneMeadows mix. With the guitars and
bass pretty much in place, the trio
recruited rhythm coordinator Whit
Sellers to play the drums.
From there they utilized some
time in JMU's Studio A, one of the
most affordable facilities to young
musicians in the JMU community.
During their time in the studio, they
kicked out a four track recording
that featured a steady line of drum
beats and deep sounding guitars
that pick up during certain parts of
the songs.
Malone said their music is focused
on rhythm and feel and that everyone
in the audience can feel it and have a
good time with it. To complete their
album, Small Town Workers went
back to work this fall after having
played all summer and booked more

ovwe exp eneAce
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CINDY TINKER/p/iow editor

Junior Devin Malone, (l-r), Mike Meadows ('00) and senior Geoff Sprung
rock the Mainstreet stage as they seek local support.
city limits.
time at Studio A so that they could
lay down six tracks that focus on the
One thing is for sure however,
The Workers will remain on the payband's simple directed rock 'n' roll
style. The addition of these songs
roll just as long as they stick to their
may help give the band steam as they work ethic. A work ethic that Meadcontinue to run across town and pass ows describes simply as "real."
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.. . write for Focus
Come to an informational meeting today at 5 in the basement of Anthony-Seeger
or call Mandy at x6729 or E-mail at cappae@jmu.edu
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Wed like to take
this opportunity to
urj»p you to look at
a different ad.
Find the out of place, disturbing or just plain weird ad in todays classified section and
you'll get a big student discount every Wednesday and Friday at Massanutten Resort
Of course, if youd rather just get right to the skiing snowboarding and snow tubing
(or if you have something better to do. like take care of that laundry thats
been piling up since fall break), call 289-4954 and well give you the discount anyway
But try to check out the classifieds, too. Our writer could really use the ego boost

Men's Recruitment

IFC OPEN .HOUSE
Wednesday January 17th
6:00pm -6:25pm = Alpha Kappa Lambda
6:35pm - 7:00pm = Pi Kappa Alpha
7:10pm - 7:35pm = Kappa Delta Rho
7:45pm - 8:10pm =Theta Chi
8:20pm - 8:45pm = Sigma Phi Epsilon
•Meet at the top of GREEK ROW at 5:45,
an IFC exec will lead you around

MASSANUTTEN
Virginia's Four Season Mountain Resort

Thursday January 18th

Call 289 4954 • www.massresort.com
P.O Box 1227 HarrisonburgVA 22801

6:00pm - 6:25pm = Sigma Chi
6:35pm - 7:00pm = Sigma Alpha Epsilon

'. »►

7:10pm-7:35pm = Kappa Alpha Order

ComeOo*

7:45pm - 8:10pm = Kappa Sigma

ONLY Raw
Bar in H-Burg

and enjoy...

8:20pm - 8:45pm = FIJI
8:55pm - 9:20pm = Alpha Chi Rho
* Meet out front of ANTHONY SEEGER at 5:40,
an IFC exec will lead you around

Sandwich Specials

Tuesday 16th
Jimmy O' 10p.m.
Friday 19th
Gypsy 10p.m.

Crabcake Sandwich $6.25
BBQ Chicken Sandwich $4.95
Fried Oyster Sandwich $4.95
Smokehouse Burger $5.25
All Sandwich Specials include I side of your choice

Friday January 19th
5:30pm - 5:55pm = Zeta BetaTau
6:00pm - 6:25pm = Pi Kappa Phi

Let us cater your
Super Bowl Party!

6:30pm - 6:55pm = Sigma Nu

Gift Certificates
Available

7:00pm - 7:25pm = Delta Chi
* Meet at the top of GREEK ROW at 5:15,
an IFC exec will lead you around

h

Any Questions Please contact Don Simpson, IFC Recruitment Chair
E Mail: simpsods@jmu.edu or see www.jmu.edu/ucenter/sos

^^S

30 W. Water St. Harrisonburg
7 Days a Week, 11 a.m.-2 a.m

433-9874

SEAFOOD BAR

& GRILL
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'Forester' Dance right into this winner
finding
new face
in spotlight

themes offered in this movie, struggling to fit in, interracial relationships, striving for your dream, and dealing
with grief and change. But life itself is full of such things.
When was the last time you had only one thing to deal
"SAVE THE LAST DANCE"
with? Unlike many movies, which are about a single life
RATED PG-13
theme, "Save the Last Dance" emphasizes each theme
carefully
giving each importance without overpowering
STARRING: JULIA STILES, SEAN PATRICK
those that are more minor.
THOMAS
The star of this story about finding yourself against
all odds is Thomas. His performance upstages Stiles by
RUNNING TIME:
far. He is not merely the better actor, but the better
135 MINUTES
dancer as well.
Although it is Stiles' character who spends the entire
ft ft ft ft
movie preparing herself for an audition to attend Juliard,
Thomas' dancing is much less painful to watch. His talent
is natural and watching him perform is truly entertaining
"Save the Last Dance" isn't your typical, run-of-the- as well as inspiring.
mill teen movie.
Stiles' effort is to be commended, but dancing is supYes, the characters are high school students, but unlike posed to look effortless. However, her performance outmovies such as "She's All That" and "Drive Me Crazy," shines her last one in "10 Things I Hate About You."
One outstanding aspect of this film is the sound"Save the Last Dance" portrays characters with depth and
issues other than getting the most popular guy in school track and how the intense scenes are juxtaposed
to going to the prom.
against the music.
There are some problems. It seems that the African
Sarah 0"lia Stiles, "10 Things I Hate About You")
finds love and inspiration to dance again in Derek American stereotypes are too emphasized. The fact that
(Sean Patrick Thomas, "Cruel Intentions"), an African Chenille (Kerry Washington), Sarah's new best friend and
Derek's sister, is a teen mother seemed a little unnecesAmerican lover of intellect and hip hop.
After her mother dies, Sarah gives up ballet and sary. However, it does aid in emphasizing the adversity
moves to Chicago to live with her father. She is one of a Derek and Sarah must overcome if they are to make their
handful of white students in her new school and thus relationship work.
must adjust to an entirely new lifestyle.
"Save the Last Dance" is, in short, a feel-good movie. If
The plot for "Save the Last Dance," while it may not you are a cynic and feel that happy endings are boring
and a joke, don't see this movie. If you are in the mood to
seem so at first, is complex, mirroring life itself.
At first, one might feel annoyed at the number of be inspired, then this is the movie for you.

BY MEGHAN MURPHY

assistant style and focus editor

BY ROBBIE CARMAN

contributing writer
"FINDING FORESTER"
RATED

PG-13

STARRING: SEAN CONNERY, ROB BROWN
RUNNING TIME:

135 MINUTES

ft ft ft ft

Perhaps the theme of
an impoverished youth
trapped in a hard life
with no way out has
become cliche in modern
day Hollywood. "Finding
Forester" sets itself apart.
William
Forester,
played by Sean Connery,
is a legend in his own time.
In his early 20s he
wrote his only novel that
earned the Pulitzer Prize.
Now living in the Bronx,
he is a hermit whose only
experience of the outside
world is by cleaning his
windows and peering
down to the basketball
court across the street
where high school superstar Jamal Wallace,
played by Rob Brown,
frequents.
Through a series of
events Wallace and
Forester meet and begin
to form a friendship that
leads to Forester discovering that Wallace is a
gifted writer. Not only is
this a film about Wallace
growing into the gift he
has but also about helping Forester face his own
demons.
While Connery puts

forth a performance that
one would expect from
such an experienced
actor, Brown steals the
show.
Brown, who got the
part after he walked into
the casting office seeking
a part as an extra, brings
rawness in style to the
screen that is missing
from so many "good"
actors today. Another
noteworthy performance
is put in by Busta
Rhymes who plays Wallace's brother.
Directed by Gus Van
Sant ("Good Will Hunting", "Kids," "My Own
Private Idaho") "Finding
Forester" is as visually
stimulating as it is emotionally and intellectually.
Van Sant's use of
unique angles and views
thrusts the viewer into the
story without being distracting.
The only bad aspect
from a direction/production point of view is
that more time could
have been spent in the
editing room to make
the film a bit shorter and
to the point.
"Finding Forester"
clocks in at two hours and
15 minutes. About 20
minutes longer than it
needed to be.
While many can argue
that this is just another
tale of growing up and
discovering one's self,
these stories are timeless
and need to be retold
every now and then.
Despite being shunned
by a lot of critics, I'd peg
"Finding Forester" as one
of this year's best films.

Here she is... 'Miss Congeniality'
BY SCOTT KING

staff writer

"Miss

CONGENIALITY"

RATED

PG-13

STARRING: SANDRA BUI LOCK,
MICHAEL CAINE
RUNNING TIME:

110

MINUTES

ft ft ft ft

In "Love Potion Number Nine"
Sandra Bullock did a complete turn
around with h&r looks. She went
from being a glasses-wearing geek to
an attractive woman.
In her new movie, "Miss Conge-

niality," Bullock goes from a tomboy
anti-feminist to a contestant in the
"Miss United States" pageant.
Bullock plays Grade, a near 30year-old FBI agent who has only
gone on two dates. After a letter
was received from "The Citizen," a
uni-bomber type terrorist, threatening something bad would happen
at the 75th Annual Miss United
States Pageant it is up to the FBI to
make sure things at the pageant
run smoothly.
Since all the other female agents
are on maternity leave it is up to Grade to undergo a make over. With the
help of Michael Caine, the job is a
success and Grade is dubbed Miss
New Jersey.
What is interesting is how the film
pokes fun at beauty pageants while at
the same time defending them. Gra-

de starts the film declaring all the
contestants air heads and bimbos.
However, she becomes friends with
the very women she criticized.
William Shatner and Candice
Bergen take part as the emcees of
the pageant. Bergen does a great job
of being a bitter old pageant winner
who constantly tells people, "it is
not a beauty pageant but a scholarship program."
I was disappointed in Shatner's
role; not because it was poor but
because his appearances are scant.
I rolled my eyes throughout the
film at the absurdity of the plot, but
for every eye roll two laughs followed. "Miss Congeniality" may not
be one of Bullock's best films, but
for the lack of better choices it was
one of the best films released over
the holiday break.

Attention Style writers and
practicum kids: Style meeting Today,
1
7 p.m. in The Breeze office!- .
■R^pgH^^^n^sK^iH
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[Time is running out!

NOW!
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The Story of Americas Music

4 and 5 bedroom
houses arc now
available...
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but they
won't last
long so call today!

Ken Burns Jazz
The Story of American
Music
5 CD Set $4799
A 5 CD boxed set
representing most
.of the music featured
in the PBS
television series.
supplies are limited.
I 22 more individual >
titles available from
the series, each just
$11.99 CD

The Best of
Ken Burns Jazz
Various Artists
$1199 CD
A single-CD compliation
offers a 20 song overview
of the project.

Check out these other Columbia Jazz releases
A VAILABLE A T PLAN 9:
Louis Armstrong -The Hot Fives Vol.1-7, Miles Davis-Kind of Blue,
Dave Brubeck-Time Out, Herbie Hancock-Headhunters,
Billie Holiday- Lady in Satin & Charles Mingus- Mingus Ah Um.

DVANT AGE REALTY

In Kroger Shopping Center
1790-96 E. Market Street
Mon.-Sat. 10-9, Sun. 12-6 • 434-9999
TRY BEFORE YOU BUY!

ANAGEMENT GROUP
INC

434-1173

theadvantoqe@rico.net
1

One FREE cup of Pearl i One FREE cup of Pearl Tea I One FREE cup of Pearl Tea |
'Tea Good thru Jan. 31st I
Good thru Jan. 31st
I
Good thru Jan. 31st
I

CHIANG HOUSE RESTAURANT
Teppan yaki:

• Jeaturing 50 item buffet
for $550 per person.

*cook food on table
*your own personal chef with
10 years of experience
chops, dices, and sizzles
at your table.
• Now featuring karaoke
Monday thru Saturday 9pm-1am,
available in Japanese, Korean,
Chinese, and English language.
Starting on January 15,2001.

Japanese Sushi
Korean Kimchi, Chinese
Dim Sum, and authentic
Chinese cuisine.
10 sushi bar specials a week
developed by a well-known
New ijork chef.

»-—

(540) 574-4901
(540) 57*4902
829 E MARKET ST

10% off

10% off

I Lunch Buffet

Lunch Buffet

10% off
Teppan Yaki

, expires 1/31/01 [

expires 1/31/01

expires 1/31/01

'
1

20% off Sushi
10% off Sushi
Su, Mo, Tu, Wed ' All Month
expires 1/31/01

expires 1/31/01
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ART

MUSIC

MOVIES

>• "Contemporary Korean Metal Arts
Invitational" by Kiwong Wang: Sawhill
Gallery - Mon-Fri. 1030-430 pjn,
Sat-Sun. 130-430 pm, free
>• Interior design group show: Artworks
Gallery - Mon-Thu noon-5 pin, FriSat noon-4 pin, free
>• Black-and-white photography exhibit
by sophomore Theresa Keefe: Other
Gallery - Mon-Thu noon-5 pm, FriSat noon-4 pm, free

>• JMU Faculty Recital. Sonya Baker,
soprano; Wilson Hall - Sun, 8 pm. free
>■ Nothin' Fancy. Bluegrass Thursday:
Court Square Theater - Thu. 730 pm,
tickets S8 general, $5 w/ student ID
>■ Fighting Gravity w/ Yves Jean Band:
Trax nightclub - Thu. 9 pm. tickets $7
adv, $9 door

> Grafton-Stovall Theatre: "Bamboozled" Wed-Thu. 7 & 930
pjn, $2: "Remember the Titans" Fri & Sat. 7 & 930 pjn, $2:
"Superman" Sun. 730 pm, free
> Regal Cinemas Valley Mall: "How the Grinch Stole Christmas."
"Meet the Parents." "Proof of Life." "Unbreakable." $5 before 6
pm. $725 after. Call 434-7107
> Regal Cinemas Harrisonburg 14: "All the Pretty Horses."
"AntiTrust." "Cast Away." "Double Take." "Dude. Where's My
Car?" "Finding Forester." "Miss Congeniality," "Save the Last
Dance." "State and Main," 'The Emperor's New Groove," "The
Family Man" "Thirteen Days," "Traffic." "Vertical Limit." "Wes
Craven Presents: Dracula 2000." "What Women Want." $5 before
6 pm, $725 after. Call 434-7661.

THEATRE
DANCE
>■ "Oleanna" Theatre II - Tue-Sat, 8 pm,
special midnight show Fri. tickets $3
.

If you would like an event featured in 'Style Weekly,' send a letter c/o Style section; Anthony-Seeger Hall; MSC 6805; JMU; Harrisonburg, V A 22807; include date, cost and
location of the event.

Why not spend May in LONDON?
Experience the world's most dynamic city at the prettiest time of the year,
> Travel with students with similar interests. >- Earn three credits.

ROMAN BRITAIN

HENCE in LONDON

□

Explore places where scientific and
medical history were made.
Day trips to Cambridge and York.
Nature walks, gardens, ancient castles
and picturesque villages.
Designed for BIOL, CHEM, CS, GEOL,
HTH, ISAT, MATH and PHYS majors.
Open to all majors (credit for LS 310).

□
□
□
□

Talks and walks through the ancient
world and Roman Britain.
Day trips to Bath, Oxford and Dover.
Prehistoric stone circles at Avebury.
Walk Hadrian's and the York wall.
Open to all majors (credit for HIST
391 A, ARTH 320, ANTH 490 or
GENED 250).

Both programs include lodging in central London, meals in interesting pubs and
restaurants, excursions to famous tourist sights, and an evening at the theatre.
For more information contact:
William H. Voige (e-mail: voigewh)
Chemistry Department, x6631

or

Robert Lembright (e-mail: lembrirl)
History Department, x3990
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WANT TO INCREASE BUSINESS IN THE NEW MILLENNIUM?

ADVERTISE IN THE BREEZE

d

Now Selling and Leasing Phase II

It lcx>ks like the perfect d.
The only problem is, it's a p.
It's dyslexia. A reading disability where some
kids confuse their d's with p's, b's and q's.
But, with help most of these kids can go on to do
well in school. Call 1 888-GR8 MIND now.
Tbere'i no rtaaon to be held back.

RtadWne thi Junts Madbon Uni«ra»y
corrmunlly for ortr 75 j—n.

Whether You Are Leasing or Buying,
Pheasant Run has a Home for You!

TUESDAY, JAN.
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"You have to crawl before
you walk..."
«■ Fun With Fencing
JMU defeated Hollins
University, 18-9 Saturday.
Page 31

SHERMAN DILLARD

men's basketball coach
! story below

Dukes tar and feather Eagles,
76-65, snap six-game slide
BY KHALIL GARRIOT

staff writer
Despite being depleted by injury and
illness, the Dukes handily defeated American University Saturday night, 76-65.
Using a balanced scoring attack and
standout individual performances from
new and familiar faces, the Dukes ended
a six-game skid dating from Dec. 18.
JMU upped its season record to 6-9 (2-3
Colonial Athletic Association), while AU
dropped to 6-10 (2-4 CAA). The Dukes'
last win was a three-point triumph on the
road against Long Island University one
month ago. JMU, coming off Saturday's
embarrassing 29-point defeat against the
University of Richmond, increased its
record at the Convocation Center to 5-3.
The Eagles, led by 19-point scorer Patrick
Doctor, last played in an impressive 53-39
victory over defending CAA champion
North Carolina-Wilmington on Jan. 8.
"Now we can start to build again, keep
thinking positive thoughts and play with
the confidence that we played with
tonight," coach Sherman Dillard said.
Junior forward Tim Lyle returned to
his early-season form, leading the Dukes
with 20 points and 11 rebounds on the
night, shooting six of nine from the field
and making all six of his free throw

ROBERT SATl'senior photographer

Junior forward Tim Lyle works for two
of his 20 points in Saturday's game.

attempts while playing all but one
minute. He recorded his third 20-point
game on the year, and the team is now 3-0
when he scores 20 or more.
Lyle's strong outing was supported by
a breakout performance from junior forward Ron Anderson, who nearly tripled
his previous season high with 16 points on
the evening. As impressive as his scoring
output was his defensive effort, as Anderson collected 15 rebounds, four steals and
two blocked shots. Anderson's points and
rebounds were both career highs.
Fellow starter and senior captain
Dwayne Braxton, a guard, also scored 16
points, shooting seven of 12 from the
field, to go along with five assists. Braxton, who had his 12th double-figure scoring game of the year, needs 12 more
points to reach the 500-point career scoring plateau.
Ronald Hearns led the Eagles with 20
points, going six of 14 from behind the
arc, and Doctor was held to below his season average with 15
points and seven
rebounds, thanks to an
effective zone defense
designed to minimize
his touches.
"Our game plan
coming in was to shut
[Doctor] down, and I
—
think we did a good
job of containing him,"
Braxton said.
Well above the average home attendance of 3,593 in seven games, 5,045 fans
filed the Convo to watch the Dukes lead
the majority of the contest, only trailing
by a point in the opening minutes. Dillard
noted that very good crowd support and
enthusiasm made a difference in the outcome. The team's inability to start strong,
which has been an Achilles heel thus far
in the season, was not a factor Saturday as
JMU took an early 17-10 lead on a Braxton jumper with 11 minutes, 51 seconds
remaining in the first half. However, with
two minutes, 29 seconds left before halftime, the visiting Eagles cut the lead to 3230 before a 20-second timeout by Dillard.
A jumpshot by freshman Chris Williams
made it 34-30 heading into the half. Braxton had the hot hand in the half, scoring
13 points. It was only the third time that
JMU has led at half time this season.
"I thought that Ron Anderson really
set the tone with very aggressive,
assertive play that helped us early," Dillard said. He also cited that veteran players like Braxton and Lyle stood out as key
performers.
A basket by sophomore guard Charlie
Hatter shortly after halftime extended the
JMU lead to 40-30. Lyle scored 16 secondhalf points, including two 3-pointers, as

the Dukes never trailed in the final stanza. A three-pointer by freshman swingman Dwayne Broyles with nine minutes,
four seconds remaining pushed the lead
to 58-43. The lead would increase back to
15 points minutes later, as Williams made
a three-pointer of his own with four minutes, 40 seconds left. The Dukes coasted
the rest of the way, winning by a final
score of 76-65.
"I thought we played well and fought
hard; we had a good week of practice and
we knew we needed a win," Hatter said,
who scored six points and played 25 minutes. "We've been on quite a losing streak
lately, but I think coach [Dillard] was
happy with how we played tonight."
As has been the case much of this season, four regular players did not participate in the game because of injury or illness. Sophomore guard David Fanning,
who started each of JMU's first 12
games as the team's third-leading scorer, sat out with a foot injury, as did
senior starting guard
Mickey Dennis. Dennis hasn't played
since Dec. 21, and is
out indefinitely after
playing in each of the
team's first 10 regular
season games. SophoDwayne Braxton mores Jerian Younger
senior guard — a key reserve who
suffered a hamstring
** — injury against Old
Dominion — and 6-foot-10-inch center
Ian Caskill also did not see action.
Caskill was reportedly sick all day Saturday and was released from the hospital just four hours before tip-off. Fanning and Younger are expected back to
the team later this week.
Also under the weather was sophomore forward Pat Mitchell, the team's
leading scorer and rebounder at 14.3 ppg
and 6.6 rpg, to go along with 1.8 steals per
game and a 52.4 percent field goal percentage. The left-hander started the game,
but played just 13 minutes after feeling ill
at halftime. Even Williams, who played
34 minutes, sprained his ankle in practice
a few days ago and also experienced
intestinal problems on Thursday. The
team's usual depth was in question, as
Dillard was forced to use a seven-man
rotation against the Eagles.
Despite the casualties, the Dukes
pulled together to snap their six-game
losing streak.
"Everybody in the locker room was
into it tonight; it was a total team effort,"
Braxton said. "We stepped it up tonight
and played with a lot of heart."
JMU continued its dominance against
the Eagles, winning its sixth straight contest in the series and improving to 6-1

Everybody in the locker
room was into it tonight; it
was a total team effort.

ROBERT U ATT/senior photographer

Junior Ron Anderson takes a shot on
his way to a career high 16 points.
versus AU behind Dillard. The Dukes
increased their record when leading with
five minutes to play to 5-1 on the season,
and outshot the Eagles from the field,
47.4 percent to 39 percent. Led by Lyle,
JMU shot 52 percent in the second half,
while American made just one-third of its
attempts. Anderson's efforts on the
boards helped JMU out-rebound the visiting Eagles, 40-32. However, JMU went
just 16-24 at the free throw line, keeping
fit with their 67 percent team average on
the season.
"Even though 2-3 (in CAA play) isn't
something to brag about, it's a heck of a
lot better than 1-4," Dillard said. "You
have to crawl before you walk, and I
think tonight was a step in the right
direction for us."
The team travels to play the Virginia
Commonwealth University Rams on
Tuesday, hoping to improve upon their
1-6 record at away games. The Dukes
will return home to the friendly confines
of the Convo Center on Saturday for a 7
p.m. date with UNC-Wilmington. In 19
years at the Convo, the Dukes have won
71.3 percent of games played on their
home court. With about a week until the
VCU game, time should help to heal
some of the injuries and illnesses that
have recently restricted the team's success as it seeks to climb back to .500.
"We know they have a good team
with some good guards, but we've seen
[VCU] before so we'll have a game plan
and a scouting report ready to see if we
can steal a win," Hatter said.
With most of the players who are out
set to return soon, the team hopes to
make some noise in the postseason.
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who said there are
no good lU^I^SJ on campus?
The best bars on campus don't serve drinks, they serve
their country. You see, when you complete Army ROTC and
graduate, you'll be an officer and get a set of gold bars.
Register for an Army ROTC class today. Because there's no
better buzz than the sense of accomplishment.

Join the Cultural Exchange
Program, a great way to meet other
students form around the world
here at JMU!
Deadline for applications is January
18, 2001, so come by the Center for
Multicultural/International Student
Services (Warren 245) to apply.
Contact Ana Castaneda at CMISS
(X6636) with any further questions.

ARMY ROTC Unlike any other college course you can take.

Sign Up Now!
Contact MAJ Love at 568-3633

9t's a new year...
Check out the new standard for upscale student living.
--,
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Devon Cane ^ownhomes

(gorgeous, new 3 bedroom, 3112 bath townhomes with
two living areas, storage, walk-in closets, walk to JMIA.
Limited number of units available now and for Jail 2001
Jrorn campus: East on Port Rd., right on Devon Ln., first units on the left.
574-3413
Parking in back behind units.
439-6996
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Tired of selling your
plasma for beer
money?
Like to watch sports?
Write for
Breeze sports
Contact Andrew
Tufts
atx6709
or stop by The Breeze
office in the basement
of Anthony-Seeger
Nothing says sports
excitement like a big
oFhelpin' of Tufts

SWIMMING AND DIVING
Virginia Tech's men's and women's
team each won 10 of 13 events in a
sweep of JMU in a non-conference
meet on Saturday.
Junior A.C. Cruickshanks won
the women's 200-yard butterfly with
a time of 2:06.61. Senior Samantha
Smith won her fourth consecutive
200-yard breaststroke with a time of
2:24.60. Junior Tiffany Kirkham
was the top performer in the 3-meter
diving board, posting a score of
233.04.
Junior John McLaren was one of
the winners for the men. McLaren
won the 50-yard freestyle with a time
of 20.59. Freshman Jeff Hicks
claimed his second consecutive 200yard backstroke win with a time of
1:52.21.
The men dropped to 2-5 and the
women to 5-2 on the year. The Dukes
return home to Godwin on Jan. 20
when they host Old Dominion in a
conference showdown.
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Fencing routs Hollins, 18-9
Karousos makes strong showing in return from injury
KELLY SCOTT

staff writer
Swords clashed furiously Saturday
afternoon as the women's fencing team
slashed the efforts of Hollins University in
a 18-9 victory in Sinclair Gymnasium.
Freshman Allison Larkin, sophomore
Maegan Clark, and junior Devon Allen of
the foil squad only allowed one loss, and
the epee squad went 6-3 led by junior Elizabeth Conlin. The sabre squad, consisting
of freshmen Valerie DeRose and Diana
Strack, won four of its six bouts but had to
forfeit three since junior Allison Schwartz
was absent.
DeRose established the Duke's aggressive attitude in the first bout of the meet as
she charged forward for her first point.
She answered her opponent's next point
with three more of her own and then finished the bout 5-2.
In the epee round that followed,
senior Vicki Karousos won her bout on a
double touch. In epee, both fencers
receive a point if both of their attacks
land. Karousos had only practiced a
couple days before the meet because of a
wrist injury last semester.
"I think there have been a lot of
improvements," Karosous said.
Conlin also defeated her opponent
with a final double touch later in the
third epee round.
Left-handed Allen proved the quicker
blade in the first round of foil, besting
Hollins 5-0.
In the next epee bout, Hollin's Katie
Rehfeld bounced around with fake attacks
and tapped antagonizingly on Conlin's
blade hoping for a mistake. Conlin
remained strong and patient, lunging
with a long reach into a 5-3 win.
Clark who fenced foil next also had a
bounce in her step, but her sure and
quick attacks defeated Hollins's Deborah Gilbert 5-2.
After the first round of the three
weapons, Strack landed the second
sabre victory taking out Maggie Hunt of

ROBERT N ATT/senior photographer

The Dukes next travel to Northwestern University in Evanston, III. for a multi-team meet

Hollins 5-1.
Conlin repeated the same score in her
epee bout as did Larkin in foil.

u
I was really proud of the way
they competed... They're very
mentally competitive...
— Paul Campbell
fencing coach
»

JMU piled up victories in the final
third round of weapons. Larkin and
Clark permitted no points against
them. In sabre, Strack and DeRose
only let one point slip past their guard,
as did Karousos and junior Erin Tully
in epee.
Counter-attacks were Strack's strength

in her bout against Samantha Gellar, winning three of her five points.
The sabre target area is from the waist
up, but DeRose did not let Hunt's point
that swiped her head faze her. She made
two points with two ripostes, one with a
clean attack, and the clencher with a beat
attack. A riposte is an attack that occurs
after a parry, an action that deflects an
opponent's attack.
Karousos and Tully's quick reflexes
found their opponent's target and sent
their blade tip home.
"I think we did well," Conlin said. "I
hope this means good things for the rest
of the season."
Coach Paul Campbell said, "I was
really proud of the way they competed.[The two] sabre fencers had never
competed before this year."
Campbell said fatigue may be an issue
throughout the season, but the team can
push through.
"They're very mentally competitive
always ... giving all they've got," he said.

WRESTLING
A pair of losses on Friday eliminated
the Dukes from the 21st Annual Virginia
Duals at Hampton Coliseum.
The 18th-ranked and second-seeded
Wisconsin Badgers defeated JMU in the
opening round 37-9. The Dukes were
defeated by Virginia, 19-14.
Seniors D.J. Rickman and Nathan
Rickman both posted wins against the
Badgers. The Dukes host the Virginia
Military Institute on Thursday.

ROBERT NATTIsenior photographer

This year JMU has posted a 74-49 record in foil competition, a 25-27 in epee competition and a 24-25 record in sabre competition.
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TOO MANY
PEOPLE
AT UREC???

HA VE PLANS FOR SPRING BREAK
YET?

Alternative Spring Break
Spots
STILL AVAILABLE!!

EVERY BODY'S GYM

2
o
r

START THE SPRING SEMESTER OFF RIGHT!!! GET READY FOR

6i

SPRING BREAK EARLY WITH A SEMESTER MEMBERSHIP AT

u

Stop by Wilson 204 with a $100 deposit or
completed scholarship form to reserve your
spot.
For more info: www.jmu.edu/clst/CS-L/asb
Questions? CSL 568-6366 or email
Morgana at: wallacem@jmu.edu

Special delivery!
Apply to be the editor in chief
^^^^
of The Breeze

n
on

EVERY BODY'S GYM. RIGHT NOW A SEMESTER MEMBERSHIP

n

IS ONLY $99.00!!! BRING IN THIS ADVERTISEMENT WHEN

3

YOU SIGN-UP AND RECEIVE
2 FREE TANNING SESSIONS,
(OFFER GOOD UNTIL 1/31 /01)

z
44 Miller Circle
Harrisonburg. VA 22801

574-2496

<
I
CYBEX • ICARIAN

II

8s

• LIFE FITNESS CROSSTRAINERS • TREADMILLS • BIKES

II

V

Here you go"

Submit a cover letter, resume and five clips

Apply to be the managing editor
of The Breeze ^^^^^^
Submit a cover letter, resume and five clips

to Gina Montefusco at The Breeze office by

to Gina Montefusco at The Breeze office by

Jan. 26 at 5 p.m.

Feb. 7 at 5 p.m.

Call x6127 for details.

Call x6127 for details.

•^
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STUCK BEHIND THE TAT T CTTV
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ANDREW TUFTS

Super Bowl XXXV; Snyder buys himself
I can't imagine what this feeling must
be like for you guys. Unfulfillment? Disgust? Jealousy?
Honestly, you guys will hate every
minute that will pass for the next two
weeks when you look at the news and
see the New York Football Giants
preparing for the Super Bowl while
your dear Washington Redskins prepare for their Super Bowl parties and
Myrtle Beach golf vacations.
. Because, if you didn't happen to catch
the action wherever your head was
buried deep in the cold, dark soil, the
Giants just butchered, slaughtered, killed
and decimated the Minnesota Vikings 410. Yes, the Vikings team that featured the
four-headed offensive monster of Randy
Moss, Chris Carter, Daunte Culpepper
and Robert Smith was shut out. Carter
had a big fourth-quarter reception for
about 9 yards.
While you were still working off that
hangover from your Saturday night
slopfest, the Giants were already leading
14-0 by 1 p.m.
I'm not sure how to feel at the moment,
and hopefully you can send me some
advice to help. I'm assuming the feeling I
have right now is anticipation.
You remember that feeling, don't
you? You had it back in August when
the Redskins were predicted to go to
the Super Bowl. You had it while you
waited to see how well Bruce Smith,

BLITZ OVER-EASY

LaVar Arrington and Deion Sanders ing clever left) Steelers.
would play. You had it while your
Note to reader: the Giants finished 12-4.
constant drooling made the ink run
"But Mommy! The Giants get to
from the newspapers that surrounded play the Bears and we have to play the
your feet, telling you how exciting the Bucs," they cried during the season.
Redskins would be.
"Why can't we have an easy schedule
And you had that same anticipa- like the Giants?"
tion while waiting to see how bad the
That drool turned to tears as the
Giants would be after a winless pre- Redskins slowly sank in their own
season. After all, they weren't picked misery. Unfortunately, the comments
to finish higher than
wouldn't stop, and
third in the weak
you guys started chokNFC East.
ing on more words
But then the cracks
than I did during the
That
drool
turned
to
in the pool started
World Series.
showing up and the
tears
as
the
Redskins
The fan who said
water level started
he'd rather have the
dropping.
Those slowly sank in their own Skins miss the play"NFL2K1 Super Bowl
offs than lose in the
misery.
Champion" Redskins
first round was watchlost to Detroit in week
ing college basketball
two and then at home
on
Sunday. The fan
»
to the Cowboys the
who said the Giants
following week. While the "great-on- haven't played anybody worthwhile
paper" Redskins wallowed at 1-2, was speechless while watching the
those "happy-with-mediocrity" Giants Viking's shutout. The fan who said, "I
went 3-0.
wonder when the Giants are going to
And the beat went on.
come across a team that's actually
The Skins went on to an 8-8 mark, playing well," watched me beam as
and I'll be quick to highlight those the Giants dismantled the Vikings.
games that brought you to a barelyNow I sit in my 10-year-old Rodney
respectable record: Two losses to those Hampton #27 jersey, anticipating the
once-amazing-now-disgracing Cow- end of the AFC Championship game,
boys, one to the high school-caliber Car- wondering who will step up and face
dinals, and another to the (I have noth- my Giants in the game that was meant

-u

for your Redskins.
Honestly, it doesn't matter. Because
whoever hops on the plane to Tampa
will be better than the Giants, will be
favored by at least a touchdown, and
will have twice the respect that the
Giants have. And I will never be more
confident or excited in my life than I
will be on Jan. 28.
"This team was referred to as the
worst team ever to win the home-field
advantage in the National Football
League. And today, on our field of
mud, we proved we're the worst team
ever to win the NFC championship. In
two weeks, we're going to try to
become the worst team ever to win the
Super Bowl." And that came out of
our owner's mouth!
Adios muchachos, I'm off to a little
town called Tampa. You remember
that city, the one you had inked on
your "Places I'll Be In January" list.
Make sure you tape the premier of "Survivor" Australia, I have other plans.

Andrew Tufts is a senior
SMAD major who hopes
to avoid running into
another hurricane
^
on this trip to f
Tampa.
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LIFESTYLES

CROSSWORD PUZZLE

HOROSCOPES
Today's Birthday — Advance in your career so you can play more.
You already know how to be a workaholic. The pressure's on in
January to do the impossible. Some of the rewards in February are
status, not money. Your confidence improves in March, through your
own good deeds. Rest in May so you can work overtime in June. Your
partner's got the big picture in July. Your efforts could lead to a
promotion around September. Don't take on new chores. A special
visit to a sibling is renewing in November.
Daily rating: 10 is the easiest day,
0 the most challenging.

Aries (March 21-April 19)
Today is a 5 — Gather
j information, and hold off
^^^ on taking action. Your
inner voice is confused.
This may be frustrating; don't be
the first one on the front lines. Be
a strategist instead.

Taurus (April 20-May 20)
. Today is a 7 — First you
Jj^k^vh.ivt' to make the money,
^^■thi'ti you get to spend it.
" That comes later in the
week. You and your partner have
big plans, but not enough
resources yet. That can be
remedied in time.

Gemini (May 21-June 21)

m

Today is a 7 — You're
feeling fine, but the
workload's increasing.
Be sure you're doing the
job right. You're attracting attention, partially because you're so
cute. If the attention becomes
negative, tighten up your act.

Cancer (June 22-July 22)
~ Ok Today is a 6 — You have
V V a slow start, but th.it
""*.'' could be to your advantage. Problems could
pop up. Your enthusiasm and
success rate go up by the end of
the day.

Leo (July 23-Aug. 22)
-. Today is a 6 — Do the
&jkmJ reading first; you'll need
^., the information. You're
running a tad behind
schedule, so you'd better cram.

Virgo (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
^, mA~ Today is an 8 — You're
-£/W| generally an intellectual
MS\ type, but you're about to
^^Vk. get more passionate as
the day goes on. Why not set up
a special date for tonight? Even if
you're not in the mood now, you
may be later.

Libra (Sept. 23-Oct. 23)
Today is a 6 — Talking
could get you into trou• ble. Nobody needs to
know how much you
make, or how much you know.
Be polite, but non-committal.
And, remember your manners.

5fo;

Scorpio (Oct. 24-Nov. 21)
Today is an 8 — Your
mind is wandering off in
all directions this morning. Grab it and stuff it
back into your skull so you can
concentrate and win the next
competition. Your chances are
good.

Sagittarius (Nov. 22-Dec.
21)—Today is a 5 —
9^- Friends are full of help.ABBL tul hints, but there seems
" " to be something wrong.
Use your own judgment before
you follow directions. You may
know more than they do.

Capricorn (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
Today is a 7 —
Negotiations early in the
day are full of surprises.
Make sure you get paid
what you're worth; don't cut
your rates out of guilt. Celebrate
your victory with friends tonight.

Aquarius (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
Today is a 7 — You
might feel like racing off
through the meadows,
• but
that's
not
happening. You'd better be well
prepared to account for yourself,
or you'll look less than perfect.

ACROSS
Mil. mess
Mach+ jet
Italian island
Mountain ash
"Ulalume" author
Singer K.T.
In the red at the
bank
19 Overturn
20 Othello, e.g.
21 Excavate
23 Ripen
24 High point
27 Lake north of the
Everglades
30 Watered-silk
fabrics
32 "Just the Way
You_"
33 Exalted poet
34 Bladed pole
35 Hepburn film
38 Postage
40 Evanston's
transp.
41 Transition
44 Construction
materials
47 Suitable
48 Ring of saints?
50 Broadway
success
51 Allotment
53 Hunting period
56 Paquin ol "The
Piano"
57 Precious stone
58 Pointed tool
59 Points ol pens
61 Question
aggressively
63 Putting within

1
6
9
14
15
16
17

68
69
70
71
72
73

1
2
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/
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SOLUTIONS TO LAST ISSUES PUZZLE:
Loosen
Fire starter
A F F b c T S
B E G
M A c
Scatter seed
V
F
C A F S u R A
Easiest to chew
I
O N 0
Word before up
O
0 N F Is
n c F n F S s F S
or drop
S
A
N
s U
N A H |' ^1>1 A s K S
10 Eurasian viper
A » A
T
M 1 S L
I
11 Courtroom
1 W 0
I M
C 1 b Ft
negotiation
H A L
A R 0 s E
C A D E T
12 Lookalike
Q F
M O u
0 1 D
13 Certainly
N
S
O
W
L
M N S
A
fl
E
M
18 Perch
H
D
D
D
B
A
T
C
1
0
22 Chilled
|T| i S s u E
G E S S O
Brilliant success 24 Writer Oz
H
B
b
H lO G A N
b
I
Engage in
s
N
25 Outer covering
l -•-'-■: l
litigation
26 Bannister race of c L E A N U PS L 0 T
R u T
Spine-tingling
1954
A D O
A L E W I
b E
b V b
Songs for two
28 Aerie occupants
n A N
Y 1 P
' E N S P O T
Blast letters
29 Clarinet's cousin
Hang in loose
31 Cable stn.
folds
36 Trapeze artist
46 ComicKovacs
62 Long's
37 Peak in northern 48 Displayed greed
counterpart
DOWN
49 Brief summary
64 Holy sister
Greece
Sell-out letters
39 Natural satellite
52 Food sampler
65 Tax deferral
Armistice Day mo. 42 Resting atop
54 Epsom
letters
Stupefied state
43 Italian volcano
55 Opening
66 Little bite
Granger
45 Masticate
60 Engendered
67
-whiz!
5
6
7
8
9

I

II

■.

1

Pisces (Feb. 19-March 20)
.
Today is a 7 — Travel is
ilTWk enticing, but can you get
*%t J* away? Can you afford to
**^ go? Who would you like
to visit? A Tuesday night
rendezvous might spark your
whole week.

—Tribune Media Services

& H E E

E

PHOTO MEETING ALERT.
Monday at 3:30 p.m.
Thursday at 5:15 p.m.
meetings are in the basement of Anthony-Seeger

v.
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CLASSIFIEDS
:

OR RENT

SUNCHASE
APARTMENTS
Spring 2001 Semester
Incases Available!
First 10 Applicant*
mentioning this ad
Receive Special Rates!
Hurry In today!
442-4800
www. sitnchase. net
EHO
3, 4, or 8 BR Unlti Avallabla Furnished or unfurnished. Rent
starting at $150/bedroom. Apple
Real Estate. Inc. 540433-9576.
Larga 2 Bedroom Apartments - tor
2001-2002. W/D. A/C, 1.5
bathrooms, quiet student complex
of 8 units. Call 564-2659 or see
www.castleproperty.coin
Unfurnished 2 BR Apartment Close to JMU on bus route.
Available Jan. 1. sublease. $589
Washer/dryer, dishwasher. Par*
Apartments. 438-5788.
Furnished 3BR Townhouse - 2001 2002.11/2 baths, deck, anpkances.
nice, close, $750/mo. Year lease,
432-6993. Walk to campus.
319 Old S. High ■ A/C. 2
bedrooms, W/D. Walking distance.
$600, 867-9375.
1 Room In Ashby - available
second semester, third floor apt.
Rent negotiable. For more details
please call Lindsey, 437-5640 or
757-488-5468.
Houses and Duplexes - Ready
when you arel Any tlmel
www.cast/eproperty.com

YOU HAVE A CHOICE!
1 Bi-rlmnmf
Madison Terrace
Hunters Ridge
Gingerbread
Starting at $350
2 Bedrooms
Hunters Ridge
Madison Manor
Madison Terrace
Starting at $212.50
3 Bedrooms
Hunters Ridge

165 N. Wgh -12 large BR, 4 baths,
3 kitchens. $2,880. 867-9375.
3BR Condo Available Jan. 1 Nice, clean, balcony unit. Walk to
campus, fully furnished, new
carpet, washer, dryer, AC. Call
432-1494.
4 Bedroom, 1.5 Baths - laundry, off
street parking, Water Street.
$l,000/mo. 234*584.
Charming 5 BR Houses - on student
friendly Elizabeth Street. Porches,
hardwood floors, pets welcome,
appliances. Ethernet Maintained by
consiC?rate owner. 568-3068.
Great Houses Now Avallabla - for
2001-2002. See them yourself!
www.castteproperty.com
UJM Reservoir - College slation,
4 bedroom, 2 bath, W/D, D/W,
G/D. furnished, $900. 867-9375.

J-M APARTMENTS
438-8800, Anytime!

2001 -2002
I BR Apt $340/mo
2BR Apt. $430/mo.
or S215/pcrson
3BRApt. $5IO/mo.
or$170/person

4 BR Apt $720/mo.
or$180/person

All apis near Cantrell Bridge
One of the closes! complexes lo JMU1
Kline Really Property Management
The good apartments go first,

so come by and act us!
Four Bedroom House - with kitchen,
dining, living and one bath.
Washer/dryer included. Close to
campus. June to June lease.
Groups only. $250/person. Call
432-1589 after 5:00 p.m.
1169 Harrison - walking distance.
4 bedrooms. W/D, D/W, G/D.
$1,100. 867-9375.
Four Bedroom House - with kitchen,
dining, living and 2 full baths.
Large yard. June to June lease.
Groups only, $240/person/month.
Call 4321589 after 5:00 p.m.
3Bedrooms, 2.S Baths - full
kitchen, dish washer, W/D. A/C.
pool, very close to JMU.
$750/month. Available July 2001.
year lease, quiet location. 2466700.

Hunter's Ridge
Townhouse $215/person. August 15
lease, 4 bedroom. 2 living
rooms, 2 baths. W/D

Madison Manor

Devon Lane 3 Bedroom, furnished.

Madison Terrace

W/D. D/W,

Starting of SI 75

A/C. $700/mo.

4 Bedrooms

Liberty Street 2 blocks from campus, 2
or 3 bedroom townhouse,
water included.
$250/person. 3 levels.
large rooms.

Hunters Ridge
Mountain View
University Place
University Court
College Station
Fox Hill
Country Club Court
Starting at Si 75
K ReHrnnrrie

Hunters Ridge Loft
Starting at $275
Houses
Funkhouser ft Associates
Property Management. Inc.
InfoaFunkhouKrMuMgement.com

434-5150

3/4 BR Houses - on
Old South High St.
4 Bedroom Old South High Street.
Everything new In house.
ALL WALKING
DISTANCE TO JMU
NO BUS RIDE!
Kline Realty
Property Mgmt.

438-8800

JMU Students Wanted!
Hunter's Ridge Townhousea
2001-2002

Ethernet. New Furniture.
Interior Remodeled!
Must seel Walking distance
from campus. Many extras!
825C/bedroom.
433-8423
Want a House Next Year? Try the
easy way. www.casfteproperfy.com.
Furnished 3BR university Place 2001 - 2002, deck, appliances.
$690/mo., year lease. 432-6993.
The Brand Dukes Apartments Only 2, newly renovated and
furnished. 3 bedroom. 2 level
townhomes close to main campus
for fall 2001. Large eat-in kitchens
with full size appliances. Generous
rear deck with private yard. Parking
included. 433-1744.

4 Bedroom, 2 Bath - finished
basement, laundry, behind Olde
Mill on Central Ave. $l,020/mo.
234*584.

FOR SALE
Kegorater Kits, Taps • Beer/wine
making. Bluestone Cellars,
downtown, 432-6799.
Huge 2 for 1 Record SB Gift &
Thrift, 227 N. Main.
Computer Desk with 3 Drawers Standing shelf system, space
saver. 4380155.

HELP WANTED
TRAVEL OUT WESTl
Southwestern Co.

SERVICES
Discounted
Phone
Cards,
Wholesaler Direct - Less than
$.01 per minute. Page for ordering
information. 564-7828. Brown and
Sons Company.
Horse Boanang - full and pasture,
10 miles NW of campus.
Reasonable rates. Riding and riruj
trails available. Lots of clean, good
Quality pasture. Call 833-8604 or
contact brobbins&rica.net.

NOTICE
For more information and

assistance regarding the
investigation of Financing
business opportunities, contact

the Better Business Bureau. Inc.
1-800-533-5501

Summer Internship
521 W. Market - 5 bedrooms. 2
baths. W/D, D/W, G/D, basement,
$1,250. 867-9375.
6 Bedroom, 2 Bath - 2 kitchens,
laundry, restored farmhouse.
393 Water Street. $l,530/month.
234-8584.
Look Now! 165 Onto Ave. - 3 or 4
BR. 1 bath. Appliances, W/D.
hook-ups. short-term lease,
negotiable to August 2001.
Looking for tenants next year.
Ready 8/01/01. Look now.
$i.000/month. lease, deposit.
879-9548.
Room for Rent m House - Quarter
mile from campus! 433-8861.
1222 Mountain View - 4-5
bedrooms, W/D, D/W, G/D, air.
furnished townhouse. $235/month/
bedroom. 867-9375.

3, 4, 5 BR APTS
(FURNISHED)
5 MINUTE WALK
(S. MAIN)
434-3509
Hunter's Ridge Townhouse - 1
bedroom available now. Phone
collect. 757-340*993.
380 W. Water - 4 bedrooms, large
lot, W/D. Available 6/01/01.
$1,100. 867-9375.
Hunter's Ridge - 4 BR, 2 baths,
top floor condo. furnished, new
refrigerator, mattresses, sofa
cushions, LR carpet, paint. Family
managed. $225/bedroom. groups
of 4. Call owner at 757-481-0162
or e-mail sheavb@juno.com.
2 Roommates to FW 4 BR House
Male or female, big rooms, vault
ceilings, full kitchen, W/D. Very
close to JMU. $300/bedroom,
ASAP until Jufy 31. 2001. 2466700.
293 Campbell Street - Townhouse
will be available June 1. 2001. Call
433*047.
2 Bedroom Apartment - 73 E.
Market. Above office near Court
Square. Heat, electric, A/C and
water
included.
$400/mo.
8/05/01, year lease. 4330984.
65 W. Feirvlew - 4 BR. 2 bath. Off
Main and Port Rd. D/W, W/D.
microwave, 2 living rooms, year
lease. $960/month, security
deposit, no pets. August 5. 2001.
433*984.
Mt. View Dr. Townhouss - 5
bedrooms, furnished, walking
distance. $195/mo. One year
lease, 8/01 - 8/02. Washer/dryer.
703-450-5008.

Excellent experience. Average
first summer $7,000. Only selecting

independent & sharp sludcnls.
For information call 442-9934.
Earn up to $5001 Help me find
tenants for nice townhouses. $50
for each signed contract. Call
433*423.
The Center for Instructional
Technology - is looking for
students to work 10-15 hours a
week in Spring 2001 and 35 hours
a week from May until August.
Primary duties include migrating
traditional course materials to online format using BlackBoard/
Courselnfo Knowledge of html and
web development required. Must
work well with others and have
strong verbal and written skills. For
more information about the CIT go
to http://cit.jmu.edu. Send
resume to Julia Harbeck.
Instructional Technologist, Center
for Instructional Technology, 22
Carrier Library, MSC 1702, JMU,
Harrisonburg, VA 22807.

PAID INTERNSHIPS
FOR SUMMER 2001
Excellent "real life" experience
to bulid your resume plus
earn over 86,000
Now interviewing cm -campus
uwio.tuitionpainters.com
Employment Opportunity - Child
Care Wanted: Dependable,
creative students to provide child
care for area families. Full time or
part time, primarily weekdays. Call
ChildCare Connection, 4334531.
Would You Uke to Design Ads for
The Breeze? Call 568*127.
Tutors Wanted - for all subject
areas and levels. JMU students
only. Stop by the Counseling and
Student Development Center,
Varner House, for an application.
Earn Up to $500 Per Week assembling products at home. No
experience. Info. 1-504*46-1700,
Dept. VA-4806.

Escape to the
Shenandoah Mountains
of West Virginia
Timber Ridge, a coed camp, Is
seeking energetic fun loving
staff to work with children this
summer. Looking for general

SPRING BREAK
Spring Break - Nassau/Paradise
Island. Cancun and Jamaica from
$449. Air, hotel, transfers, parties
and more! Organize a small group earn free trips plus commissions!
Call 1*00*ET-SUN-1.
#1 Spring Break Vacations! Best
prices guaranteed! Cancun.
Jamaica, Bahamas & Florida.
Book Cancun & get free meal
plan. Earn cash & go free! Now hiring
campus reps. 1-800-234-7007
endlesssummertours.com
Act Now! Guarantee the best
Spring Break prices! South Padre.
Cancun. Jamaica, Bahamas,
Acapulco. Florida, and Mardigras.
Reps needed. Travel free, earn
$$$. Group discounts for 6+. Call
1*00*38*203.
www. leisuretours.com.
Spring Break! Deluxe hotels, reliable
air. free food and parties! Cancun,
Jamaica. Bahamas. Mazatlan &
Florida. Travel free and earn cash! Do
it on the Web! Go to StudenfCrfy.com
or call 800-2931443 far information.
Wantedl Spring Breakarsl
Cancun, Bahamas, Florida, &
Jamaica. Call Sun Coast
Vacations for a free brochure
-and ask how you can organize a
small group and eat, travel free, &
earn cash! Call 1*88-777-4642 or email sales@suncoastvacat>ons.com.
Early Specials! Spring Break
Bahamas Party Cruise! 5 days.
$279! Includes meals, parties!
Awesome beaches, nightlife!
Departs from Florida! Get group go free! springbreaktravel.com
1*00*78*386.
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JMU DOES JAMAICA! Tours\
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counselors and specialty staff. 90

miles from Washington DC Top
salaries. We will be Interviewing
on campus )anuary24th at the
Sonner Hall Interview Center
from 10O0 am. - 4O0 pm
CaO 1-800-258-2267 for appt
Walk-ins also welcome.
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Bahamas Party

Cruise $279
Florida $119
Jamaica $439
Cancun $399
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1-800-678-&86
Earty Spring Break SpecWe! Cancun
& Jamaica from $389! Air, hotel,
free meals! Award winnaig company!
Group leaders free! Florida
vacations, $129! 1*00*78*386.
spnngbreaktravel. com

PERSONALS

Hot Girls and
Hunky Studs
Await You!
Also middle-aged bald guys,
screaming kids, and teenagers
with bad haircuts.
Hey, we get all types at
Massanutten, but on
Wednesdays and Fridays.
college students get
the best discounts.

Call 289-4954

What's Your
Fantasy?
If it involves discounted
skiing, snowboarding.
or snow tubing on
Wednesdays and Fridays.
call Massanutten at
289-4954.
If it's the one with the
circus clown and
the feather duster.
call your therapist.
Place TOUT classified ad In
The Breeze
Come to the basement of
Anthony-Seeger Hall
82.50 for the first 10 words
S2.00 for each additional 10

5686127

Subscribe to
The Breeze!
For only $30 for third
class mail, or $75 for first
class mail, you can
receive a full year of The Sreaze!
Please send your name,
address & money to:

The Breeze
. BI/VI. DULLES, & RICHMOND,
S30 Off CANCUN OH JAMAICA!

James Madison University
Anthony-Seeger Hall

MSC 6805
.Harrisonburg. VA 22807

www.endlesssummprtnurs mm

PLACE YOUR CLASSIFIED AD IN THE BREEZE!
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Cue Into This..

a POOL tournament
when:

Thursday, January 18
Registration 4:30 pm
Tournament begins at 5 pm
where: Stonegate Clubhouse
Anyone Can Participate
who:

Winner
jr recaw
rec
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The Commons

Stone Gate

1068 N Lois Lane
438-3835
www.lbjlimited.com
Office Hours
Mon-Fri 9 am-5:3o pm
Sat 10 am-4 pm
Sun Noon-4pm
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